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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 179 In Our 96th Year
BANK CONSTRUCTION — Construction is only slightly behind schedule, due
to weather, on the new University Branch of the PeoPles Bank, at 12th and Chest-
30 1975
nut. Bank officials said this morning that no definite completion date has been
set, but should be sometime around the ettlof the year. Staff Photo by David Hal
Administration Offers To Drop 60-Cent
Tariff On Imports In Congress Okays Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Ford ad-
ministration is offering to drop a 60-cent
tariff on refined petroleum imports if Cop-
gress adopts President Ford's plan to
decoliti of domestic ci ode oitprices.
Federal Energy Administrator Frank G.
Zarb said the 60-cents-per-barrel tariff,
imposed by Ford when he announced a
second tarfiLfor imparted crude. affects
two million barrels of refined fuels daily.
The lower costs must be passed on to
consumers, Zarb said, adding that the end
of the tariff would save consumers about
$1.2 million each day.
Zarb's proposal, which would leave
crude oil tariffs at their present 82-per-
barrel level, came after the House Rules
Committee cleared the way for full House
-votes-on two key ei lei gy proposals.
One measure is a resolution rejecting
Ford's latest program for phasing out
price controls on 60 per cent of U.S.-
: produced nit. Friday is the deadline for
such a vote. The Ford program becomes
effective unless killed by a majority in
either the House or Senate by then.
The Rules Committee also sent to the
House floor an amendment by Rep. Bob
Ken-Bar Branch
Bank Of Marshall County
Robbed Tuesday Afternoon
Armed robbers escaped with an un-
determined amount of money in a holdup
at the Bank of Marshall County, Ken-Bar
Branch at about 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, ac-
cording to Marshall County Sheriff's
authorities.
Officials said two men, armed with
pistols and with stockings over their faces,
fled in a stolen car, which was later found,
still running, by Marshall deputies in
Livingston County. Although no official
figure of the proceeds of the robbery was
* ,
*MitrjJIiI
released, a source placed the amount at
several thousand dollars. An audit is being
conducted today.
According to a sheriff's office
spokesman, the two men were followed in
the getaway car by a civilian, who in-
formed deputies of the direction of the
men's escape. The deputies then found the
stolen car parked, with the engine running.
An investigation is being conducted by
Marshall County, Kentucky State, and
F.B.I. authorities.
.
;4- *. •• - -
NO ONE INKAD — No one was injured in this one-car accident Tuesday af-
ternoon, according to Murray City Police. Officers said m car driven -by Bobby L
Thorn, Route One Deiter, was going north on High.way 641, when it went over a
bndge curb and flipped on its top.
Staff Photo by Gene nicC.Hkrheon
Krueger, 1)-Tex., that would rewrite the
Ford decontrol plan and tie it to a windfall
profits tax on oilmen.
No specific time was set for the
resolution to reject the Ford program, and
sources said the vote, expected to be close,
would depend on how the House acted on
the Krueger amendment.
The Zarb proposal may bring added sup-
port to the Ford oil price decontrol plan,
especially from states expected to benefit
most from the removal of the 80-cent tariff
on refined imports.

























2 The Calloway Count, Red Cross Chapter
will sponsot a Water Safety Instructor
course August 4 through 20. This course,
open to the public, will use the new books,
films, instructions, and materials. This is
a 45 hour course and the hours will be from
6:00-9:00 a. m. Monday through Saturday
of the three week period.
The course will provide the
authorization which is necessary to teach
all phases of Red Cross swimming classes
and is good for three years. Persons who
enroll must hold a current Senior
Lifesaving certificate or an expired Water
Safety Instructorship.
"We would like to call attention to the
fact that this is the first time in several
years we have been privileged to offer this
class to the general public," a spokesman
stated, "and we urge all those interested in
teaching swittuning in any capacity to
avail themselves of this opportunity. Also,
those who have been trained under our
previous programs will lose their
authorizations effective December 31,
1976, and they are also invited to par-
ticipate in this class to learn the latest
teaching techniques."
Registration fee will be $10, plus the cost
of textbooks and materials. For ire
information or to enroll call 753-1421
Cloudy and Hot
Mostly cloudy and continued hot and
humid through Thursday, with a chance of
afternoon and evening thundershowets
mib°thd %%ay. Is-aw3gtohnitS;:hdt7in 
in
ethloew 7 r
Winds southerly five to 15 miles per hour
today.
Outlook for Friday, partly cloudy, hot
daenrsd hohwumersid., with a charke of thun-
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jer-
sey, New York, North Carolina, Pen-
nsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Vermont and Virginia, according to
federal officials.
The Ford plan would decontrol prices for
•'old oil" from well-s in production before
.4972 over a 39-month period with a ceiling
of $11.50.
Summer Reading Club
At Library To End
On Thursday Evening
The Summer Reading Club being
sponsored by the Calloway County Public
Library will end Thursday July 31 at 8:00
p. m. All readers are urged to get their
lists of books read to the librarians before.
that time. Winners will be called on Friday
August 1 and their prizes will be awarded
soon after.
The readers who are currently high in
the contest are: for first and second grade;
Kelly Cathey with 553 and Molly Imes who
has read 322. For the third and fourth
grade; Michelle Jarrett has read 264 and
second high is Lori Burkeen with 250. In
the fifth and sixth grade category Kathryn
Roberts is high with 111 books read and
Lisa Russell is next with 110.
"This summer's Reading Club par-
ticipants have certainly been industrious
readers and great library users", a
librarian spokesman said.
15' Per Copy
A request by Calloway County to expand
the planned rural secondary road aid
program by one additional project for this
fiscal year has been approved.
Approval of that request was announced
here recently by state Highways Deputy
Commissioner Otto Ingram, acting for
state Transportation Secretary John C.
Roberts.
According to Ingram, the newly
authorized project provides for initial
blacktop surfacing for 1.4 miles of the Les
Todd Road. _ _ 
Funds for completing the project will
come out of the county's rural secondary
road aid allotment for this fiscal year.
That amount, as earlier announced, was
8335,652.
The rural secondary road aid program
was established under a 1948 state law
after Kentucky legislators recognized the
need to improve farm-to-market and other
rural roads.
It is supported under a funding formula
which provides that tro cents of the tax
collected on each gallon of gasoline sold in
Kentucky be set aside for annual
allocation to the state's 120 counties for
maintenance, construction and recon-
struction of rural secondary roads.
The actual work may be accomplished
using state highway personnel and
equipment or local road contractors, or a
combination of both.
According to state Transportation
Secretary John C. Roberts, more than 8120
million will be allocated by the state to
support rural secondary, county and
municipt(lioad aid programs during the
current biennium (l94-76).'
"During the fiscal year just ended, some
31,000 miles of county, rural secondary and
municipal roads and streets received
support, either for maintenance, con-
struction or reconstruction projects,"
Roberts said.
At least 30,000 miles of those roads will
continue to fall under those same
programs during the current fiscal year,
he added.
Steve McCuiston, President of the Kentucky FFA Association, greets Secretary
ot Agriculture Earl L Rutz (center) and Thomas A. Murphy, Chairman ot General
Motors during the recent State President's Conference in Washington, p.
week-long conference sponsored by General Motors through the National FFA
Foundation, involved state FFA officers in leadership development programs and
activities to increase their knowledge of the EfA and the nation. Steve McCuiston
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston of Murray.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Steve Mc-
Cuiston, President of the Kentucky FFA
Association was one of 78 state FFA Of-
ficers who met with Secretary of
Agriculture Earl L. Butz on Thursday. The
hour-long meeting was a highlight of a
week long State FFA Presidents Con-
ference in the Nation's Capital. The
conference, sponsored by General Motors
Corporation through the National FFA
Foundation, Inc. was planned specifically
to help new state officers be more effective
leaders by expanding their knowledge of
the /TA and the Nation.
McCuiston is the son of Mr. and Mrs.-W.
---EONSf RUCTION-9E-60N .--{onstruction has hegurr orr
• 24,500 Soware-fiiot building will be insulated metal, pre
pletion date has 'kit been set for tbe building at this time.
D. McCuiston of Murray. He was electea
President of the Kentucky FFA
Association at the State Convention June 4-
Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz
urged the FFA leaders to gain a better
understanding of the economics of
agriculture and the free enterprise
system. "We have a system that really
works,' said Butz of the U. S. system of
family owned and operated farms, • *and I
believe in the kind of people you are who
are going to be out there working on these
farms. I have no fear about the American
farm continuing to be the breadbasket- of
....Abe world," he added.
the new Sager-Gleve (st,-pfairtere Old-Highway ftetNertitOlif -
-engineered, with erpansion capahilits on two sides. A coma
Staff Photo by David HA




Rizpah Clowns will meet at
Freed Cotham's, Chestnut
Street, at seven p.m.
Thursday, July 31
Murray Swim Team will end
the season with an Intersquad
competition at 4:30 p. m. and
trophy dinner at 5:30 p. m. at
the Murray Country Club.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m, for the Senior Citizens with
exercise at 10:15 a. m., hand
work or visit with friends at
10:30 a. m., lunch at noon, if,nd
Artex party at one p. m.
William Mason Hospital
Nursing Alumni will meet at
Kenlake Hotel for a reunion
through Sunday.
Friday, August 1
Kentucky Society of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution will have its first
district meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House with
registration to start at 8:30 a.
m.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a hamburger supper
at the main pavilion at the
Murray City Park at six p. m.
All members are urged to at-
tend and interested campers
are invited.
rAIM 
Adult 2.50, Child 1.25
Ends TONITE
NOW Thru Sept. 4













has a five year-old
kid. On their first
date, they became
overs and fugitives.




"Beni' is the most entertaining
family picture of our time. Maybe
of all time." 00 Liz Smith
Fosmopolitan















Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:45 p.
m.
Nature's Rainbow, slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station Land Between the Lakes
at two p. m.
Kentucky ràki
Concert Band will present a
program at the amphitheatre of
Paris Landing State Park at
eight p. m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride in regular session and for
points at 7:30 p.m. at the club
grounds. Food will be available
in the concession stand.
Saturday, August 2
Benefit church social will be
held by the Independence
United Methodist Church at
seven p. m. Public is invited
with homemade ice cream,
cake, pie, hamburgers, hot
dogs, and cold drinks to be sold.
Fifth annual Luau will be held
by Lodge No. 2011 Loyal Order
of the Moose with dinner at 6 : 30
p. m. and dance with Country
Wild from nine p. m. to one a.
m. Price is eight dollars per
couple for dinner and dance.
South Pleasant Grove
.Homemakers. Club williiave .its..
annUal picnic at'the -home- Of -
Mrs. Garlon Hutson at seven p.
m.
A rummage sale will be held
by the Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries
Association at the American
Legion Hall.
Serendipity- Stroll will begin
at ten a.m. at Center Station in
Land Between the Lakes.
Sunday, August 3
Annual homecoming of Land 
lk-tween The taes be at
Paris Landing State Park at
about 12:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Garland
of Murray Route Two will be
honored on their golden wed-
ding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of Murray Federal
Savings and Loan from two to
4:30 p.m.
Hematite by Moonlight walk
will begin at 8:30 p.m. at
Hematite Lake, Education
Center, Land Between the
Lakes.
Monday, August 4
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will not meet
today.
C SOURCES
With citrus fruits and juices
so readily available, we might
think no one in the U. S. would
be lacking vitamin C. But this is
evidently not the case. Nutrition
surveys show a considerable
number of persons to be lacking
sufficient vitamin C. Orange
juice is an excellent source of
vitamin C with four fluid ounces
( L2 cup) supplying 100 per cent
of the U. S. recommended daily
allowance. At present, frozen
orange juice is an especially
good buy since it is less ex-
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Hwy. 641 South - ) Phone 492-8211
New UK Publication Tells How . . .
DRYING FRUITS
•••
_ ----AND VEGETABLES -----
AT HOME
Feeling nostalgic, curious, or
frugal, lots of Kentuckians who
never did it before are drying
fruits and vegetables this
summer. A new publication,
written by Extension food
specialists at the University of
Kentucky, tells them how to do
it.
Drying is an easy, cheap way
of preserving food. People have
been doing it for centuries. In
scattered primitive cultures
around the world,'it's still the
main way of putting food by.
"Canning and freezing do a
better job of holding the taste,
looks, and nutritive value of
foods," according tu Barletta
Wrather, Calloway County
Extension agent for home
economics. "But along with a
revival of interest in the way
things used to be done, there's
new emphasis lately on drying
foods."
She says that the easiest foods
to dry at home are apples,
herbs, dry beans and peas,
corn, sweet potatoes, green
beans, and onions. The sim-
plest, cheapest method is sun
drying.
"But, in case the weather
doesn't cooperate, you should
that you could finish them in
your oven if necessary. _Foods
will sour or mold if they stay
warm and damp too long.
"Our new publication gives
step-by-step directions on
drying 8 fruits and 11
vegetables, including those old-
time shucky beans."
Many fruits need an anti-
darkcning pre-treatment before
drying. Vegetables should be
blanched, just the way you
would do it you were going to
freeze them.







• . I I
pasteurized it should be cooled
and carefully stored away. Use
moisture-vapor-proof con-
tainers with tight-fitting lids—
such as glass jars, coffee cans,
plastic freezer boxes, or plastic
bags with twist-ties.
Dried foods lose some of their
Dried fruits are good snacks to
take along on a camping trip.
vitamins, flavor and color
during storage. Plan to eat
them within 6 to 8 months.
Using Dried Items
Reconstituted dried
vegetables are especially good
in soups, stews and casseroles.
Seasoning them with herbs
helps make up for flavor lost in
drying, Mrs. Wrather says.
Dried fruits are good for
snacks, and they're great to
Ziff:Along --and
hiking trips. Reconstituted
fruits are good in pies and
cakes.
Nutritive Value
Dried fruits are rich in food
energy because of their high
natural-sugar content. Many
are also rich in iron and other
minerals. Dried beans and peas
are high in protein. Dried fruits
and vegetables also supply
useful amounts of necessary
fiber in your diet.
Drying destroys most of the
vitamin C in vegetables and in
unsulfured fruits, according to
Wrather. Mucli of- I&
vitamin A is also lost. Sulfuring
helps fruits keep their vitamin
A and C.
Since some vitamins and
minerals are water-soluble, it's
a good idea to save leftover
water in which you have soaked
and cooked dried fruits and
vegetables. You could use them
in gelatin salads and desserts,
in fruit and vegetable juice
drinks, and in soups.
For more information on
making sulfuring and drying
trays and on drying fresh
produce, stop by Mrs.
Wrather's office for your copy








County have returned home
-after taking a special tour with
the Graves County ,Senior
Citizens to Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
They were Opal Emerine,
Ovie Sue Galloway, Tempest
Paschall, and Jessie Mason.
Points visited include
Truman and Eisenhower
Museums, Garden of Gods,
Pike's Peak, Royal Gorge,
Seven Falls, U. S. Air Force
Academy, Supper and show at
Flying W Ranch, Dodge City,
Kansas, and Ozark Opry at
--Ozark-Moulitains.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economies
As every family food shopper
knows, many factors have to be
considered when it comes to
buying the weekly groceries.
Total dollars available, family
tastes, storage and preparation
facilities, end use and item cost
all affect a buying decision.
Unit pricing can help by taking
the guesswork out of the price
factor and simplifying cost
comparisons. —Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, 209 Maple St.,
Murray.
To keep a recipe file card In
sight and above splatters while
it's being used, punch a hole in
the top of each card and attach
a cup hook to hang it on
wherever it will hold the card at
eye level. If the best location is
on a metal cabinet, use one of
the magnet hooks. —Mrs.
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
+++++
Set the over timer, not at the
exact minute the baking or tast
will be done, but to-sound off a
few minutes earlier. With ad-
vanced warning, another chore




If your family eats cake for
the safe of the frosting itself,
turn each freshly-baked layer
into two layers so there's more
surface to frost. Make neat,
nearly crumbless cuts with





Cook corn on the cob on the
barbecue grill along with the
meat. Wrap husked, buttered
and salted ears in heavy metal
foil and place them on the grille
to cook for 5 minutes on one side
and 5 minutes on the other side.
—Mrs. Pat Curtainger, Benton.
+++++
Nothing can ruin the look of a
beautifully-made garment as
easily as a zipper which shrinks
or stretches after washing. To
avoid that hazard, be sure that
all accessories—zipper, lining,
thread and interfacing—have
wash and wear features com-
patible with the garment fabric.
—Mrs. Dean Roper, Cour-
thouse, Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
J. W. Williams of Murray has









The Church Choir will provide special
music
Everyone is invited to worship with us.
P4rliZvedofl N C.
mr




































The complete hair styling Model HD-7

































East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
Open 9,A M to 5 P
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District Meeting Of The DAR
Planned Here Friday Morning
The First District meeting of
the Kentucky Society of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution will be held Friday,
August 1, at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Serving as chapter hostesses
for the day will be Captain
Wendell Oury of Murray, Jacob
Flournoy of Fulton, and Captain
Stephen Ashby of Madisonville.
Regents of the host chapters are
Mrs. John J. Livesay, Murray,
Mrs. Glynn F. Bushart, Fulton,
and Mrs. Rudd and Mrs. Simon,
M.adi.sonville.
Other chapters in the district
are at Bowling Green, Cadiz,








Officers of the district are
Mrs. Thomas Burchett, general
chairman of districts, Mrs.
Morgan Cardwell, district
director, and Mrs. Hendon
Wrights, Sr., publicity, press,
and public relations.
Registration, directed by
Miss Maude Nance, will start at
8:30 a. m. with the assembly
call at 9:30 a. m. Miss Susan
Nance of Murray will present
the national anthem, Mrs. D. T.
Ftansdell will lead the pledge of
allegiance to the flag, and Mrs.
Ray Nestor will give the in-
vocation. A luncheon will be
served at 12:30 p. m.,_and
reservations should be made
with Mrs. John J. Livesay, New
Concord.
Murray Chapter Of National
Secretaries Holds Supper Meet
The Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association ( International)
held its monthly meeting on
Monday, July 21, at seven p.m.
at the Ellis Community Center.
Following the salad potluck
supper, Bettye Baker,
president, presided during the
business-sassion The minutes
of the May meeting were read
by Linda Chadwick, recording
secretary. The treasurer's
report was read by Doris
Rowland.
Patsy Dyer explained ten-
tative plans for a Professional
Office Personnel Workshop
scheduled Sept. 6 on the Murray - MILLER BOY
State University campus. Mr.-and Mrs. Joseph Miller,
Mary Allbritten, chairman of E7 Fox Meadows, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy,the • civic committee, reported
Anthonythat several members had  Joseph, weighing
helped at the Murray-Calloway seven pounds nine ounces, born
County Fair voter registration _ on Monday, July 21, at 917 a.m.
booth. at Murray-Calloway County
"Ola -Moberts announced
that thethe CPS Review H class The father is employed at
will be offered this fall at Griffin Electric Company,
Murray State, , Murray.
Wanda Hendotheirliitin Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin Miller of Murray
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Walker of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Galen Miller of
Murray Route Six and Mrs.
Lennie Turner of Providence.
board meeting Sept. 13 at
Barren River Lake State Resort
Park. Emphasis will be on
parliamentary procedure.
Following the business
session, a jewelry party was
Of
the ways and means committee,
announced that the chapter will
sponsor a rummage sale
Saturday, Aug. 2, at the
American Legion.
Mrs. Baker urged the









Mrs. Randa Cunningham of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
" Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Rexie Davenport of
Hazel has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
• A
Old Fashion Square Dance
4 &centennial Event
Saturday August 1 - 8:00-11:30 p. m.
• Dover Elementary Cafeteria
Sponsored by Dover, Tenn. B & TW Club
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Mrs. Louis Henry Leigh Ill
The wedding vows of Miss
Patricia Marie Hoffmann and
Louis Henry Leigh HI were
solemnized in a summer
wedding at the chapel of the
First United Methodist Church,
lavender flocked with white
flowers, and floppy brimmed
lavender hats. They carried
Colonial bouquets of pink,
lavender, and white flowers.
Tom Leigh, brother of the
enjoyed by approximately ss Murray, with the groom's groom, served as best man.
members and guests. father, Rev. L. H. Leigh H, Groomsmen and ushers were
New members welcomed into Methodist minister, officiating. Tom Anderson and Lloyd
the-chapter are -Susan Moody:.. Parents oflbe eeepleette-Mez-.:,.Braanu-illyn :groom -anci-4-Ins
Martha Beale, Elaine Paschall, and Mrs. R. D. Hoffmann of
and Cindy Herndon. Marissa, III., and Rev. and
Mrs. L. H. Leigh II of
JacksOnville, Fla. Communion
was held for the couple and
their rings were blessed before
being placed on their left hands.
Two vases filled with
lavender and. white mums
flanked by brass *candelabra
were used as decorations for the
chapel.
Special music for the
ceremony was by Miss Marietta
O'Bryan of Bardstown who
played "TraumereL" social hatL
"Because," "I Love You
Truly," "Melody of Love,"
"Fascination," "Till," and the
traditional wedding marches
for the processional and the
recessional.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride was lovely in
her wedding gown, also worn by
her mother at her wedding, of
ivory satin designed with a
fitted bodice, sweetheart
neckline accented with tiny
seeded pearls, and a long train
that swept gracefully down the
aisle. Her lace picture hat Was
caught with a bow of satin at the
back to hold her short veil.
She carried a Colonial
bouquet of white daisies and
four sweetheart roses. Her
"something borrowed" was her
grandmother's 'pearls, also
worn by her mother.
Mrs. Tom Ludwick, matron of
honor, sister of the bride, and
Miss ,r Murray Moore,
bridesmaid, wore dresses of
attendants wore grey tuxedoes,
and the bride's father -wore a
black tuxedo.
The bride's mother was at-
tired in a long dress of chiffon
with pink flowers on a light pink
background. The dress featured
a long sleeve jacket. Mrs.
Leigh, mother of the groom,
wore a long jacket dress of




reception was held in the church
DEAR ABBY: My 73-year-old husband has been
Providing my best friend (she is 71) with friendship.
affection and all manner of "looking after" since het
husbands death 15 months ago.
She has been my friend for 38 years. Her husband, also an
old friend, was an invalid for several years, and when he
died, she needed the strong shoulder of a man. My husband
volunteered with my full approval.
I slowly came to realize that my husband was spending
more time with my friend than with me.
He admitted that he had grown very "fond" of her and
enjoyed being "needed." Then she confessed to having
developed a deep affection for my husband. Of course, they
both said they "love me" and don't want to hurt me.
She advised me to "stay put" until we could work things
out.
Does this li,appen frequently in the geriatric set? And
what should I do? I. am 72. This is my second marriage. It.
has lasted 30 years. Thirty years ago, I was the other
HARD STAYING
DEAR HARD: What was, was. Your husband is, trying
to catch a few moonbeams in the twilight of his iffer-Stay
put, and he'll probably get things in focus again.
DEAR ABBY: lam 15, and my parents are in the process
of getting a divorce.
I can understand their wanting to be apart because they,
fought when they were together. but the pressure I get from
both is something terrible.
Each puts down the other one, and both try to find out
who the other is seeing.
Please help me How can I tell them to get off my back?
IN THE MIDDLE
The satin covered table was in
the color of lavender with
matching net. At each corner
was a bouquet of lavendar
mums and greenery. Centerult
the table was a white cherub
holding matching flowers
flanked by candles on each side.
The three tiered wedding cake
was iced in lavender and white
flowers and topped with a bridal
bouquet which the bride
"threw" to a circle of friends.
Serving at the reception were
Raylene Burris, Belinda Russo,
and Bernie Willett.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Virginia and are now residing at
915 Coldwater Road, Murray,
where they are both attending
Murray State University.
The new Mrs. Leigh is a
graduate of Camii Community
High School and is a member of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and the
MSU marching band. Mr. Leigh








Walter Karnes, Rt, 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Elreta Carr, 1119
Circarama Dr., Murray, Arthur
Kinel, Arcade Barber Shop,
Paducah, Mrs. Estelle Adams,
605 Vine, Murray, Mrs. Judy
Stahler and Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Box
252, Murray, Mrs. Janice Quinn
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Pembrook,
Mrs. Evelyn Colson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Judy
Barlow, 1504 Clayshire,
Murray, Mrs. Holly Mauzy and
<=s)
Baby Girl, Box 67, Dexter, Mrs.
Sheilia Lutz and Baby Girl, Rt.
-1, Benton, Mrs. Connie Higgins,
Rt. 5, C. 0. H. S. Birdsong,
Benton, George Barrow, 505 S.
9th., Murray, Mrs. I.ula Mc-
Cuiston, 227 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Rena Kirk, 907 Main St.
Benton, Mrs. H. A. Schrader,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Ruby
Miller, Rt. 3, Box 317, Murray,
Mrs. Autumn Ezell, Rt. . 2,
Murray, Herbert Robertson,
1610 Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel Kelso, Rt. 7, Murray,
Edward Potts, Rt. I, Wingo,
Mrs. Eva Cole, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary Cooper, 304 N 10th,
Murray.
i94049_9(1Q41.QQ_QQ09_40040_49Q
307 N. 4th Thomas II
















_Knitting L Crochet Yarns in Wool & Acryly
Crewel Embroidery„ Cross Stitch Quilts





















Painted L Needle Point L Afghan Kits
<-7(rimiggnmisomamsuomO0gm_
DEAR IN: Tell them both that you don't want to report
to either one. And that should settle it.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
• reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a




DEAR ABBY: A women's libber (obviously) wanted to
know why no woman's face had ever appeared on a U.S.
dollar bill or any other denomination. You polled 12 women.
asking how they felt about it. Nine agreed that, it was time a
woman got her face on paper money, two said they didn't
care one way or the other and one said, "I don't want to get
my face on any folding money, but Id like to get my
HANDS on some."
Abby, didn't you know that Martha Washington's
picture appeared on the silver-dollar certificate in 1891?
TO. W.
DEAR TOW. : I do now. I also learned from my readers
that Martha wasn't the first female to have her face on




Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krizan of 2000 N.W. 37th Street, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., and Jackie Newberry of Murray announce the
engagement of their daughter, Miss Janet Newberry, to Marc
—7-----__,Jiigreti.Se1Ievt.e.r, son of Mr. mil Mq4Mauriee Neu of Tamarac,
Fla.
Miss Newberry is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Mc-
Cuiston and Mrs. Maggie Newberry, all of Murray. A graduate of
Calloway County High School, she is a student at Broward Com-
munity College of Nursing, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., where she is
president of Alpha Delta Sorority.
Mr. Schecter was graduated from Killian High School, and at-
tended Broward Community College. He is a Frater of the
Omicron Lambda Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, and
is presently employed by Budjet Electric Co.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, August 10, at three p.m
at the Good Shepherd United Methodist Church in Murray.
Ray-Walker Vows
To Fri-day
The wedding of Miss Rogeima
Ray and Doug Walker will take
place on Friday, August 1, at
seven p. m. at the First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
A reception will follow in the
church's Wilson Hall.
Parents of the couple are Mr
and Mrs. Ronald Ray and Mr
and Mrs. Kenneth Walker, all of
Maytleld.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
Published By
R. Gene McCutcheon, editorMURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc.
Echtorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exciumge a differing
opinion'. Letters to the editor In response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The edgers of thLs newspaper strongly believe that to lund
opiniewsted artietes to only which parrallel the ecbtonal
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being diacussed.
OPINION PAGE]





4;The Red Carpet Salesomotion, sponsored jointly by
'this newspaper and 59 par-
ticipating merchants over the
past ten weeks, officially drew to
.a close with Tuesday's edition of
:'he Murray Ledger & Times.
At least this particular
'romotion has ended. But the par-
jcipating merchants, who
provided countless bargains for
tonsumers during the Red Carpet
Oarnpaign; will undoubtedly con-
tinue to do so in the weeks ahead.
The increase in business
generated by this successful
promotion has been a boon to the
consumer as well as the in-
dividual merchant. The merchant
benefits directly through in-
creased sales volume, and the
consumer benefits via lower
prices for his needs and wants.
Promotion and good business go
hand-in-hand. And good business
is the life-blood of our community.
HMRILINE
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
• itizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
:And solve problems—fast. Write to
:;311EARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
:11)ayton, Ohio, 45415.
• Heartline: Under the old law of the
litallrOad Fietirenseid Solid', -a wife ltailstO
▪ age 62 to qualify for a reduced spouse's
uity and her husband had to be 65. Has
been changed under the new law' J.
s•-•:: Answer: Starting in 1975, a full spouse
✓
'ty is payable at age 60 to the wife of a
tired employee age 60 or older with 30
rs of service, if the employee's regular
uity began after June 30, 1974. Also,
ployees retiring with less than 30 years
s rvice in 1975 are not required to be age 65
-..,. r their wives to receive benefits. The
-Iifequirement for the husband is now age 62.
ut, the rules did not change for those who
;tired in the past.
 : Heartline: I am collecting oc a
?ecurity and a widow's pension from VA.
4ach4ime, my Social Security goes up, my
s=aridoves-1/4 pension is reduced. -Whitt I
-̀4ant to know is if this new pension lattisviill
them from reducing my VA Pension?
D. F.
4. Answer: No, the new pension law does0' t effect anyone who is already retired
.iind it has no jurisdiction over VA Pen-
;ons.
Heartline: I understand that it is almost
tripossible for me to know exactly whatii. edicare will allow as reasonable
,I4tharges. Is there anyway I can find out the
Vrtir. icular service Or charge- W. A.num. that Medicare will allow for any:1‘,seAnswer: Yes. Medicare carriers are
:4equired under the Freedom of In-
:::tormation Act to furnish payment.....
The Family Lawyer
In the back yard of a suburban
*aliment. the landlord installed
*billy goat as a mascot for the
ilding. For months the goat
igned as favorite pet of the
rtilkighborhood children.
:But one day. without warning, 4
Ake severel ou woman•••• 
‘1"ZsiTC.:4As
man f
, d for bringing "this tianswilliK7
litteature" onto the premises
44
4:: However, the court dismissed
*dr claim on the ground that the
"did not know and had
'Oa reason to believe that the ani-
:Dial was of a bad disposition "
Generally speaking, the law
*es domestic animals—horses.
a, it_guiji 
maximums applicable to Medicare claims
in their areas.
Heartline: Would owning life insurance
count as a resource in deciding whether I
can receive supplemental security in-
come? E. Y.
Answer: Yes, however, life insurance is
only minted as a resource if the face value
Es over $1,500 -and even if it is, Only the
money you could get by cashing it is
counted as a resource.
Heartline: How old do you have to be to
get help from Heartline? A. K.
Answer: Our services are only for




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE MEASURE OF HOOVER
WEST BRANCH, Iowa—There is
something very moving about the tiny
cottage where Herbert Hoover, 31st
president of the United States, was born in
1874. The two-room structure is hardly
more than a hut on the prairie—one
bedroom, an all purpose family room and
a semi-enclosed porch area for the wood
stove.
In contemporary terms, Herbert Hoover
was a profoundly disadvantaged child. He
was the child of a Quaker blacksmith and
was orphaned at age 9. He spent his for-
mative years in rural istileffoli,--remote
from the influences which are supposed to
lead to advancement in life.
It is hard to believe that a President of
the United States could emerge from West
Branch. Nevertheless, something in that
Quaker environment and heritage—the
values of honesty and self-reliance—
propelled Herbert Hoover toward ex-
traordinary achievement as a mining
engineer, humanitarian relief organizer in
World War I, and Secretary of Commerce.
This spectacular career was capped by his
election as President.
It was Mr. Hoover's misfortune to be
elected at p time when economic crisis was
spreading throughout the world—a crisis
with complex causes. He would be
frustsated in his efforts to deal -with it at •
home. He would be subjected to crude and
unfair political abuse for years. In time,
however, he was honored for his integrity,
his proposals for a sweeping and
necessary reorganization of the Executive
Branch, and lor - his prudent view of
America's responsibilities on the world
Today In History
Hr the .4ssociated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 30, the 211th
day of 1975. There are 154 days left in the
year.
-s-1--1—ThdarS1ilOMOTInhistory:
On this date in 1909, the U.S. government
bought its first airplane. It was a Wright
• • biplane costing $31,000 dollars.
On this date:
In 1619, the first representative assem-
bly in America convened at Jamestown,
Va. Two delegates were present from each
of the eleven Virginia Plantations.
In 1718, the founder of Pennsylvania,
William Penn, died in England.
In 1863, the American auto pioneer,
Henry Ford, was born in Greenfield, Mich.
In 1916, before the U.S. entered World
War I, German saboteurs blew up a
munitions plant on Black Tom Island near. s.,
Jersey City, N.J.
In 1918, the American poet who wrote
"Trees," Sergeant Joyce Kilmer, was







. sheep—the benefit of
That is. they may be
harmless until proven
misconduct, however,
In 1953, race riots broke out in Chicago's
Trumbull Park housing project after a
black family moved into the previously allf_
white community.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon John-
son flew to Independence, Mo., and signed
the Medicare Bill in the presence of former
President Harry Truman at the Truman
Library.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon, in a news conference statement,
assured Israel that U.S. proposals for a
Middle East peace posed no danger to that
country.
One year ago: President Nixon surren-
dered eleven Watergate tapes to Federal
Judge John Sirica on orders of the Su-
preme Court.
Today's birthdays: British sculptor
-Henry Moore is 77. Pianist Gerald Moore is
76.
Thought for today: The borrower is ser-
vant to the lender — the Bible,
puts the owner "on notice" to take
precautions in the future. Thus:
A man owned a pony which he
allowed visiting youngsters to
ride. But again and again, the
pony showed a tendency to nip
and buck
„henhe finally ,kicked a by in
4iviria/VitinSd that the
over could indeed be held liable.
The court said that even tticru-gh
ponies are usually harmless, bad
behavior will put a specific pony
into the "dangerous" category.
In one unusual case a farmer
kept a beehive near his back fence.
only a few feet away from a
neighbor's doghouse One day the
bees swarmed over the fence and
attaaied first the dog, then the
neighbor himself when he rushed
to the rescue.
True. these bees had never in-
jured anyone before. Neverthe-
less. a court pointed out that bees
are prone to attack if kept too
close to another creature.*Iolding
the farmer liable on grounds of
—simple negligence, the coMirt said:
"The owner of a domestic ant-
"Mat ts-Vssunij to take notice of the
general propensities of the class
to which it belongs."
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writ-
ten by Will Bernard.
•-') 1975 American Bar Association
Let's Stay Well 
Treating Shyness
Shyness constitutes a commOn
:aefect in human relations, and
:As ill effects are not generally
::inteognized so that they can be
persons have difficulty in
Seeting other people and in
•Aaintaining friendships. Shyness
.,;* frequently associated with
Aiksist rat ion .
'The body of the shy person
:pay react with a fast pulse, ex-
:tessive perspiration. blushing,
J3elching and a spastic colon.
Writing the May iskie of Psy-
diology Stanford Univer-
:AO researcher Philip Zinibardo
associbtes commented,
:.̀Tindings like these suggest that
•:31ioia psychologists hasvent taken
:2iihypess seriously enough.-
's The researchers interviewed
ti00 students. 40 per cent of whom
-considered themselves lb be shy.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
Most of them admitted they
didn't like being shy and that
they would seek help in a shy-
ness clinic if one existed.
The Stanford grqup believes
its studies show that the high in-
cidence of shyness in the United
States results from our cultural
drives, in which competition,
.emphasis on individual success Q Mrs. D.H writes that their
11-year-old daughter has had aand personal fesponsibility are
ganglion on her wrist for twostressed. The , authers reported
ntly years, with recurrence aftertmthautmot.dherfrore:eat;ceherspeoprecews
aspiratiorsfand asks about treat-
public of Mina. noted that the merit and 13'114i' malignancy.
several thousand Chinese A: Such a ganglion (synovial
children who were observed cyst4 is a common occurrence,
showed little, evidence of shy- often thought to result from an.
earlier injury to fibrotit outerness.
The Stanford researchers ex-•connective tissue which holds
press the belief that shyness. if the wrist bones together Mahg-
learned: can be unlearned. They nant change is hot considered'"
suggest that modeling and asser- danger from such swellings.
tive training, similar to the. Dale Aspiration of the fluid gives tern-
Carnegie course, could enhance
self-confidence in shy people. If
insight and awareness of the fre-
quency of shyness were more
widely appreciated, it would be
less a source of isolation and em-
barrassment.
BI.ASINGAME
porary benefit until more joint
fluid refills the cyst wall.
Careful surgical excision is the
treatment of choice, especially if
the ganglion is enlarging and is
painful. Wearing a splint on the
wrist for several weeks after
surgery- many assUre healing
and lessen the chance of recur
rence.
Q Mr. O.H. asks how much
Americans spent for health care
last year.
A: According to the February..
1975 issue of Social 'Security
Bulletin. United Slates, citizens.
spent $104.2  :billion in 1974 for
health 'care, an increase from
$94.2 billion ./in 1973. Public
spending amounted to • More
'than $40 billion. or 39.4 per cent
. of the tetal,
sons,. Ti' V.1144,. h
4
scene.
Today, Americans are better prepared
to understand the achievements of Herbert
Hoover, to view his fine qualities without
partisan coloring of his deeds. In history,
he stands as a true creature of the
American prairie world. It is an en-
vironment that produces people with a
strong commitment to the Work ethic and
with appreciation of self-reliance. Today,
as in Hoover's childhood, this is a part of
the country singularly free of the excesses
of political or ideological passion.
- West -Th-anch Towi, belongs to a region
where calm reigns. Perhaps this has
something to do with the influence of
nature, of the prairie lands planted in corn.
The special spirit of this part of the
country is little studied—even as the
Hoover achievement is somewhat
neglected.
Recently, I read an excellent description
of the prairies written by Dennis Farney
and published in The Wall Street Journal.
"It is a widespread misconception that
prairies are always flat," soid Mr. Far-
ney. "Most of them have a pitch and a roll.
Another misconception is that they are
monotonous landscapes of grass and only
grass. A virgin prairie sparkles with color
of from 200 to 300 kinds 9f wildflowers from,
Apririe -October. Bill -above alrerse, a
prairie is an utterly open landscape, a
place of lonely windmills turning in a
ceaseless wind, of redlaffed hawks cirning
in an empty sky, of endless distances
receding toward infinity."
The Iowa prairies.p.lanted in corn take
on that same majestic calm. And calm and
openness were the characteristics of
Herbert Hoover. He had the personal
qualities which command respect. He
came to the Presidency, however, at a
time of global turbulence and passion,
much of it rooted in the faulty peace set-
tlement of World War I. Inflation in
Europe and undercurrents of revolution
woUld-lead to a second world war six years
after Herbert Hoover left the White House.
Americans can learn much about their
miintry as well as the man, Herbert
Hoover, in visiting West Branch, Iowa.
They can appreciate anew the marvel of a
society that permits a blacksmith's son to
rise to the Presidency. They can ponder
the harmful power of political partisanship
in neutralizing and downgrading the
leadership qualities of a truly remarkable
individual who did not follow the regular
political path to the White House. ,
Bible Th()up,lit
I wait for the Lord, my soul doth
wait, and in his word do I hope.
Psalm 130:5.
To wait and not give up; to hope






Adelaide, Australia — Samorn, an
elephant in the local zoo, drinks more than
bottle of Scotch whisky ever day as a
health precaution. "When the weather is
bad, elephants can catch chills and this is
serious," said elephant keeper, Hero
Nuus. ( Yes, but does he see pink
zookeepers?)
Independent Business




From a volume standpoint, independent
business appears to be somewhat better
but profit continues to show erosion.
In June 42.3 per cent of the independent
firms report doing greater dollar volume,
than in May.
However, only 24.1 per cent report in-
creased profit from the greater dollar
volume, and 40 per cent report a lower net
profit.
These trends are found in the continuous
field survey of the National Federation of
Independent Business from data gathered
in the month of June. An analysis of these
figures may indicate a decline in inflation,—
but an upsurge in unemployment.
Independent wholesalers lead in the
reported increase in volume according to
the NFIB survey. Of the respondents in
this category, 51.6 per cent report a higher
dollar volume than a month ago, which is
above the ayerage of all independent
business enterprises reporting a higher
volume.
Conversely, despite the higher volume,
only 25.9 per cent of the wholesalers report
a higher net profit while 40.3 per cent
report lower net profit. This is about on a
par with the spread between volume and
net profit increases shown by the retailers.
In the retail category, while 48.2 per cent
show higher sales volume in June only 23.9,
persositt show a higher net profits-and 41 -
per cent a lower net profit.
This is taken by NFIB analysts that the
process of cutting inventories is continuing
but probably at a higher rate among
wholesalers and retailers.




U.S. Sen. Welter "Doe" lieddiestat (0)
3327 Diektestilleilding
Washiagton, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sen. W•wiloill H. Ford (D)
4121 Diritsen
Washingtoa, D. C. 20510
by data secured in 1974 by an independent
study conducted for the organization by
Faculty Associates, point toward the fact
that there existed due to shortages created
by the energy situation, a delayed filling of
orders with many wholesalers having to
wait for orders to be shipped longer than a
normal delivery time. However, the
Faculty Associates surveys show that
shortages have not been a problem in the
past few months with the result that un-
filled orders reach wholesalers in record
amounts.
It seems apparent from the NFIB data
that wholesalers are strongly pushing the
movement of surplus merchandise in
order to achieve greater liquidity with the
retailers engaging in somewhat the same
-practices. - --
While the NFIB surveys do not probe
into this area, there are indications that
the independents in the distribution in-
dustries, reading reports out of
Washington of coming price declines, are
seeking to clear out merchandise, and to
hold off buying new merchandise on the
old business maxim that people buy on a
rising market, but do not buy on a falling
market on expectations of further price
decreases.
If these interpretations of the NFIB
data, allied with government reports are
valid, it would appear there are strong
indications that with the exception of oil,
the inflationary spiral is broken, while
factory orders and employment will
"move sideways" until there are some
signs that prices have stabilized.
These conclusions appear supported by
data showing there is no perceptible in-
crease in bank loans sought by the in-
nepepdent firms. Basically, bank loans are
us tql by them to build inventories.
U.S. lop. Carroll Nehliard, Jr. (D)
423 Canon Noose Office Man
Washingtea, D. C. 29515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of•
ficiol of your choice
State Level
Stine Soo. bawd Weitonbergir ( CO
Stet* Capin"! &OW*
Frankfort, ly. 40601.
loins 7, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
S. 




201 S. 3,4 51.. Murray, Ky, 42071




P. 0. Box IS, Wmgo, Ky 42048
10 Years Ago
Dr. Harry Sparks, Kentucky Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, will speak at
the summer commencement at Murray
State College on August 6.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lona
Clark and Clarence McDaniel. 
Miss Mildred fl-etcher, assistant
professor of English at Murray State
College, has been appointed a regional
judge by the National Council of Teachers
of English Ac.hieviment Awards Program
Miss Glenda Barrett and Gerald Parker
were married July 16 at the Goshen
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Simmons and son of
Poplar Bluff, Mo., have been the guests of
her mother, Mrs. Lectra Andrus.
90 Years Ago
Edwin Stokes of Stokes Tractor and
Implement Company has been named as
-M-- ate of the outstanding dealers In the Nash-
 ville district and has won an all expense
paid trip to a resort at Farwell, Mich.
Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles will appear as
piano soloist with the Murray State College
orchestra at the concert on August 1.
The Murray City Schoolg will open or.
September 5, according to W. Z. Carter.
superintendent.
Capt. William Wallace spoke on the
"United Nations" at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Ramrod" with Joel McCrea, Veronica
Lake, Preston Foster, and Don DeFore.
The Whiten Ledger & Times
ThèóTI4er ferries; " p-sobl is tied
every afternoon except Sundays 'July 4. Christ-
mas Day. New Year's Day and Thonksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc . 103 N Ith. St.
Murray. Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
corners 52 25 per month payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton Nor •
din Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington Ky and
Paris Buchanan and Puryeor Tenn $72 50 per
year By mail to other destinations. 527 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press










' Bel-Air Shopping Center
; Fount Opportuntty Employer























































































512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

























8 a. m. to 9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.






Butt - $1" lb. Whole COFFE
Emge Fully Cooked
12 to 14 lb. Avg.
Shank - gsrib.
Potato Chips
PRINGLES Twm 9 Pz 79'
Liquid Detergent
WISK Giant $ 09
Sweet Sue 24 oz.
CHICKEN &Egg Noodles . . 594
Armour Vienna
AUSAGE • • . • 5 oz.3/99'
CHARCOAL... .106. 99'
Rainbow Sweet
PICKLES  16 oz 594
Green Giant





Pride of Illinois - 17 oz.
  4 roll69'

















 't39C SUGAR.  Domino 210 lb  99
* Frozen Foods *
Frosty Acres Broccoli Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut




s..... lin 1111111=11111111•11111 mo milmi
COOKIE • • 141/2 oz. 69'1
1




L Expires 8-5-75. =1 —-- NUJ
Limit I Coupon Per Family
Johnson's Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
Expires 8-12,-7,5
III11111.1111111MINII MIN
  10 lb. $129
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Thomas Misses Chance




was a desperate man. He had
eight straight strikeouts to his
credit, tying an American
League record. He needed one
more to tie the major league
mark.
The fans in the centerfield
Pony League Stars
To Play Thursday
The Murray Pony League All-
Stars will open play in the
District Tournament at Noble
Park in Paducah as they face
the Paducah Minor Leage at 6 p.
m. Thursday.
The winner of the double
elimination tourney plays in the
Regional at Calvert City with
teams from Indiana, Illinois
and the host team comprising
the tournament field.
Coaching the Pony League
All-Stars are Mike Hobbie,
Doug Baker and Bill Cherry.
Football Practice
for Tigers Monday
All young men interested in
trying out for the football team
Murray High are asked to
rport to practice at 4:30 p.m.
Monday at the fieldhouse
behind M
Jolla Htna, cSc1af the Class
A State Champion es, said
the first week of practits
consist of conditioning a
organization. The following
week, the team will go in double
sessions t nd begin contact
work.
bleachers at Boston's Fenway
Park rose to his support with a
standing ovation as he came to
bat in the sixth inning.
"I think they were just trying
to get a share of my success,"
confided Thomas.
Manager Del Crandall offered
encouragement.
"Before Gorman went to bat
in the Sixth inning I told him if
he strikes out again I'll buy
him a dinner," said Crandall
with a grin. "I did it because
he was getting tighter and
tighter and I just wanted to
loosen him up."
Not to worry. Thomas came
through in the clutch. He
bounced into a double play. His
chance for glory passed.
"I think I deserve at least an
asterisk," he said.
Despite Thomas' efforts the
Brewers won the game 4-0 be-
hind Jim Colborn's seven-hitter.
In Tuesday night's other
American League games,
Texas topped Oakland 6-1, Bal-
timore clubbed Cleveland 7-1,
New York beat Detroit 4w2,
Kansas City dumped Minnesota
5-2 and Chicago downed Califor-
nia 7-4.
Don Money and Darrell Por-
ter led off the game with home
runs and Money added another
one in the third inning as the
Brewers handed Boston only its
fourth loss in the last 22 games.
Colborn, 7-8, bested Diego
Segui, 2-4, who struck out 11
batters in his nig start since
May 16, 1972.
Rangers 6, A's 1
Toby Harrah collected four
'hits, including the first grand
slarrNiome run of his career,
and kotated in five runs for
Texas. Steve Haman, 7-6, bes-
-,
Willie Wood Named To
Head Philadelphia Bell
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — "If I can put forth all the
There's a lot of pressure on energy I feel I have in store,„_if
Willie Wood. we can develop a winning team
There would be pressure on here., maybe somewhere down
anybody chosen head coach of the road they'll think of the
a pro football team three days Philadelphia Bell as a N./Vining
before the regular season open- team and not me as a black
er. coach."
Be Willie Wood has the added
The former All-Pro safetypressure. OU being the first
with the National Footballblack coach in modern pro foot-
ball. League Green Bay Packers is
pro football's first black field"My original idea was to play
boss since Fritz Pollard ledthat ( race) down," Wood said
several teams in the 1920s whenTuesday when he was named
the NFL was in its infancy.field boss of the World Football
League Philadelphia Bell. Wood joined the Bell this
'But obviously the mere fact year as defensive coordinator.
that-I'm black means I feel I He succeeds Ron Waller, who
have to do a good job. quit as head coach last week.
ted Jim Perry, 4-10. Joe Ruth
homered for the A's who still
lead the AL West by 91/2 games.
Orioles 7, Indians 1
Mike Torrez toosed a six-hit-
ter and Bobby Grich and Lee
May knocked in three runs
apiece for Baltimore.
Yankees 4, Tigers
New York broke its scoreless
inning string at 27 with an
unearned run in the first and
added three more in the fifth.
Thurman Munson drove in two
runs with a single and infield
grounder.
Royals 5, Twins 2
George Brett drove in three
runs with a home run and a
sacrifice fly and Paul Splittorff,
making his first start in over a
month, won his third game in
12 decisions.
White Sox 7, Angels 4
Deron Johnson slammed a
three-run homer, Ken Hender-
son whacked a two-run shot
and Carlos May hit a solo clout
for Chicago.
(NH KR 1.1:1)CER TINIF,$)
PORTS
Namath Could Be Back In Jet
Uniform By End Of This Week
NEW YORK (AP) — Joe
Namath and the New York Jets
have reached agreement on a
new contract that could have
the veteran quarterback in uni-
form by the end of the week.
The Jets planned a 12:30 p.m.
EDT news conference at the
,team's National Football
League training camp in near-
by Hempstead, N.Y., where
they will announce the new
pact hammered out Monday
night by Jets President Phil
Iselin and Namath's attorney,
Jimmy Walsh.
Though neither side would
confirm it, a source close to the
bargaining between the Jets
and football's most famous
quarterback said they had
agreed on a salary of $450,000
for each of two years.
The agreement apparently
does not deal with any fringe
benefits, only with time and
money. The contract also rep-
resents a compromise, some-
thing which neither the Jets nor
Namath appeared willing to do
earlier.
Namath, 32, who turned down
a $4-million offer ,to play in the
World Football League earlier
this year, wanted a $1-million
package spread over two years.
Iselin wanted Namath to sign
a three-year deal for $400,000 a
Nicklaus Decides Not To Play
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) —
Defending champion Johnny
Miller, Tom Weiskopf.and Hale
Irwin all have a shot at Jack
Nicklaus' money-winning lead
this week in the $250,000 West-
chester Golf Classic.
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and
Lee Trevino are skipsfing this
event, the second richest on the
tour this season. All are con-
centrating on preparations for
next week's PGA National
Championship, the fourth and
last of the season's major tour-
naments.
The absence could cost Nick-
laus his lead in the money-win-
ning standings, a category that
Most touring pros feel deter-
mines the season's real cham-
pion.
With $50,000 going.to the win-
ner here and $28,51X1,to second,
Weiskopf could move- pt.° the
top spot with a victory hile
Miller and Irwin need to
either second or first to
To Play In Game
MONTICELLO, N.Y. ( AP) —
Billy Cunningham of the Phila-
delphia 76ers, Harthorne Wingo
of the New York Knicks and
Ron Behagen of 'the Kansas
City Kings have accepted in-
vitations to participate in the
17th annual Maurice Stokes Me-
morial basketball game here on
August 12.
little 6,614 yaid, par-72 West-
chester Country Club course in
suburban New York.
The lineup includes 54 of the
year's top 60 money winners.
Among the leading con-
tenders are the always-dan-
gerous South African Gary
_Lillie winner this season, is see--.-Player:=Briti:dr-Oper-champ
ond at $183,270. Irwin has $180,- Tom Watson arid veteran tene
227 and Weiskopf $169,565r. Littler, each k two:time winner
Weiskopf and Irwin each have this year; U.S. Open title-hold-
picked up two 1975 titles. Nei- er Lou Graham, and John Ma-
ther has ever won the money- haffey, a four-time runner-up
winning crown, this year.
But the challenging trio, all Portions of the final two
high among the favorites, has rounds Saturday and Sunday
plenty of competition in the 153- are scheduled for national tele-
man field that begins a 72-hole vision coverage by Hughes
test Thursday over the hilly Television Network.




Shreveport at San An-
tonio
Jacksonville at Memphis
7—Portland at So. Cal.
`fiicag- o at Shrevepog.
Bali at Portland*





So. Cal. at Hawaii






23 Chicago at Hawaii
Shreveport at Portland
San Antonio at Jack-
sonville
So. Cal. at Birmingham
Memphis at Phila-
. del phia
29 Philadelphia at So. Cal.
30—Chicago at Memphis







6 •So.<20,1 rat Chor.agr
Memphis at Hawaii
Birmingham at Portland-








I.4—San Antonio at Chicago
Shreveport at Memphis
Charlotte at So. Cal.








So. Cal. at Charlotte
28—Hawaii at Shreveport
Memphis at San An-
tonio
OCTOBER
4 —Birmingham at Hawaii
Portland at Jacksonville
San Antonio at Phila-
delphia
5—Charlotte at Chicago
So. CM at Memphis
11—Birmingham at Chicago
Philadelphia at Hawaii
12—San Antonio at Port-
land




C h arlotte at Philadel-
phia
.19 Jacksonville at Portland












1—So. Cal. at Jacksonville
Birmingham at Philadel
phia






















So. Cal. at Portland
29—Philadelphia at Chicago
Charlotte at Shreveport








7 -San Antonio at So. Cal
Memphis at Charlotte
13' -Chicago at Philadelphia
Shreveport at Ilasvan
Charlotte at Portland




the lead in the money race
Johnny won last year with a
record $353,021.
Nicklaus, a playoff loser to
Weiskopf in the Canadian Open
last week, now has $203,599 in
official winnings for the year.
Miller, like Nicklaus a three-
year, which would have been a
$100,000 a year raise.
"We have made cur top of-
fer," Iselin said last weekend.
"There is only so much juice
you can get out of an orange,
and there is no juice left."
Walsh replied: "Joe will not
play unless he gets the figure
he wants."
The length of the contract
had been a key in bargaining.
Namath, who earlier this
month signed a multi-million
dollar contract with a perfume
and cosmetics manufacturing
firm, did not want to commii
himself past two years.
"If after that period,"
Namath said, "I still am of a
mind, then I can always renew
it."
The Jets' first preseason
game is a week from Saturday
in Phoenix against the Min-
nesota Vikings, and Namath
has said he would like to play
at least half the game. That,
however, would seem unlikely,
even if Namath begins work-
outs immediately.
Namath 7 irboied-the 44ts-to.
six consecutive victories at the
end of last season, played his
college ball at Alabama, where
Bear Bryant called him "the
greatest athlete I have ever
coached." Namath, a 10-year
veteran, has spent all his. pro
career with the Jets after sign-
ing a $400,000 contract on the
eve of the 1965 Orange Bowl
game at Miami.
State Softball Tourney
To Begin Here Friday
The Murray Banclitos will be
playing in the State Junior
American Softball Association
Tournament this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday in
Murray,
The Banditos will kick off the
tourney at 11 a. m. Friday as
they tangle with the Ohio
County All-Stars. There will be
16 teams from all across the
state playing in the tour-
ney,which features girls 16-
years-old and under.
The winner will represent the
state in the National Junior
American Softball Association
Tournament at Satellite Beach,
Fla., during the week of August
4. Last year, Dover, Ky., won
the state title, defeating the
Murray Banditos in the title
contest.
The last game Friday will
begin at 9:30 p. m. in the double
Nats Bomb Cubs In
Kentucky Contest
Play came to an end in the
Kentucky League Tuesday
night as the league champion
Nats bombed the Cubs 23-2.
Bobby Johnson picIted up the
victory on the mound fpr the
Nats. David Story had a three-
run homer in the contest for the
winners.
The Cubs had three hits in the
game, one each by Ricky
Barrow, Steve Priest and Dave
Honchul.
For the Nats, Mike Gough
paced the attack with four hits
'while Mike Pearson Fief 
and
-
 Gary Galloway and David
Story two apiece. Also hitting
saffly were Barry Lee, Jeff
Humphreys, Bobby Johnson,
David Cooper and Mike Sykes.
A week from Friday, the Nats
will battle an All-Star 'team
composed of players off the
other teams in the leauge in the
annual Kentucky League All-
Star Game.
elimination tourney. Saturday's
first game starts at 9 a. m. and
the last game Saturday is set for
9 p. m.
Sunday's first game starts at
1 p. m.
The tourney will be played at
the Murray City Park With the
Little League and Kentucky
League fields being used.
In the 16-18 tournament being
held in Murray the same
weekend, the Murray Lucky
Strikes will battle Ramco
Aluminum Company of Sedalia
at 6 p. m. Friday. The other
contests pits Wingo against




The women of the Oaks
Country Club wil have their
lathes club golf championship
tournament on Saturday and
Sunday, August 2_ancLa.. with
eighteen holes to be played each
day.
Carita Lamb, ladies activities
chairman, and Jeannie Morgan,
lathes golf chairman, urge all
members to play in the tour-
nament. Persons can sign up at
the pro shop. The cost is four
dollars.
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Club on Saturday from
7:30 to 8:30 a. m.
To Enter Tourney
TORONTO ( AP) — Margaret
Court of Australia, only the sec-
ond woman to win the Austral-
ia; French; Witalecien ails US.
Open singles tennis titles in one
year, has confirmed her entry
in the $130,000 Canadian Open




Manuel Orantes of Spain ousted
Norman Holmes 6-4, 6-0 in the










With two way radio
communication you can get
friendly help from other drivers
of-cars and trucks and nearby
people in their homes. —
Safely reduce your traveling time
by ending your isolation on the '
road. Send this ad with your card
for a broctore that explains how





Less than half price! Smart way to carry food and
beverages to picnics, stadium sports: . .on family out-
ings or boat trips. Handsome plaid zipper tote contains
two high-quality 1 -qt. vacuum bottles plus roomy
stay-fresh sandwich box with hinged cover. 209/10
Coffee Filt•rs. For
Norelco 400 pk MF-83
Coffee Filters. For Mr
Coffee 75 ok CF-2
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4, 6-0 in the
misville Pro










BANDITOS IN STATE — The Murray Bandites will represent Murray in the State Softball Tournament at the Murray City Park. The
double elimination tournament wilt begin Friday and run through Sunday. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Coach Rail
Overbey, Mina Todd, Jaina Washer, laose Ross, Tammy Overby, Sheila McKenzie, Kim Kemp and Coach Steve Grogan. front row, Susie
Imes, Tommie Calhoun, Karol Kemp, Gay Howard, Renee Overbey, and Penny Overbey. Not pictured is Down Redden.
(Staff Mode by Mae Insit)
Pirates Not As Tough As
They Look...To Phillies
By KEN RAPPOPORT The Phillies have an uncanny
AP Sport's Writer j• hold on Pittsburgh and because
Standings











Oakland 65 38 .631
Kansas City 55 47 .539
Chicago SO 51 .495
Texas 46 56 .4652
wcatitornia 46 59 .438
Minnesota 44 59 431
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 7, Cleveland
Milwaukee 4, Boston 0
New York 4, Detroit 2
Kansas City 5, Minnesota
Chicago 7, California 4
Texas 6, Oakland 1
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (EckersleY 7-3)
Baltimore (Cuellar 10-6), (n)
Milwaukee (Slaton 9-10)
Boston (Cleveland 8-6), (n)
Detroit (Lolich 10-9) at New
York (May 9-6), (n)
Kansas City (Leonard 7-5) at
Minnesota (Albury 5-5), (n)
Chicago Maze- tt-T)- at-Calt---
fornia ( Ryan-TT:M-1T)
Texas (Jenkins 12-11) at Oak.
land (Holtzman 12-8), (n)
Thursday's Games
Kansas City at Minnesota




W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh 62 40 .608
Philphia 59 44 .573 31/2
New York 53 47 530 8
St. Louis 51 51 .500 11
Chicago 48 56 .462 15
Montreal 40 58 .408 20
West
Cincinnati 67 37 .64.4
Los Angeles 54 51 .514 131 '2
S.Francisco 52 51 .505 14' 2
San Diego 49 55 .462 18
4;;;. -4114r44 45 58 .437 21' 2
11180'srdri- 37 69 .349 31
Tuesday's Games
Chicago 4, Montreol 3
St. Louis 54, New York 3-11
Atlanta 4, Los Angeles 2
Philadelphia 5, Pittsburgh 1
San Francisco 4, Cincinnati 2
Houston 6, San Diego 2
Wednesday's Games
Montreal (Rogers 7-7) at Chi
cago (Burris 8-7)
New York (Tate 4-8) at St
Louis (Curtis 6-8), (n)
Los Angeles (Downing 2-0) at
Atlanta (Morton 1Y-11), (n)
Philadelphia (Carlton 10-7) at
Pittsburgh (Reuss 11-6), (n)
San Francisco (Falcone 7-6)
at Cincinnati (Darcy 6-5), (n)
San Diego (McIntosh 4 11) at
Houston (Konieczny 88), (n)
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
Philadelphia at Montreal, 2,
(t-n)
San Francisco at Cincinnati,
(n)
Los Angeles at Atlanta, (n)
New York at Pittsburgh, (n)







'''"At-fltttburgh Pirateiireret- of Itthe Pirates—afe
as tough as they look.. .at least their grip in ,., the National
frte way the Philadelphia League East.
Pinnies see them. Behind rookie Tom Under-
wood, the Phillies defeated
Pittsburgh 5-1 Tuesday night
for their ninth straight vicepry
over the Pirates and climbed
within 3'2 games of the front-
runners.
"Tonight's game is an impor-
tant one," said Dave Cash. "It
GB will mean the difference be-
tween leaving Pittsburgh 21,2 or
4L2 games behind."
The Pirates haven't beaten
the -Phillies sinee- April- -16,
when they finished a three-
game sweep of their Pennsylva-
nia neighbors. Since then, it's
been downright bizarre the way
the Phillies have handled the
Pirates.
In the other National League
games, the San Francisco Gi-
2 ants turned back the Cincinnati


























whipped the Los Angeles Dodg-
ers 4-2L. the Houston Astros
stopped therMriDiego Padres
6-2; the Chicago Cubs nipped
the Montreal Expos 4-3 and the
St. Louis Cardinals defeated the
New York Mets 5-3 in the rust
game of a twinight double-
header before losing the second
game, 11-6.
Underwood pitched a four-hit-
ter and doubled in a pair of
runs to help Philadelphia beat
Pittsburgh. Underwood, a 21-
year-old southpaw, stroked his
double to left center to key a
four-run fourth-inning spurt off
losing pitcher Dock Ellis, 7-7.
Giants 4, Reds 2
Bobby Murcer's two-run
double in the ninth inning car-
ried San Francisco past Cincin.
nati as the Reds failed for the
45th straight time to get a com-
plete game from their pitching
staff.
Braves 4, Dodgers 2
Blue Moon Odom earned his
first National league victory
and Darrell, Evans. belted 1*.s
13th hortie run as. Atlanta begat
Los Angeles.
Astros 6, Padres 2
Jose Cruz' run-scoring double
highlighted a three-run Houston
uprising in the fifth inning and
the Astros defeated San Diego,
ending a five-game losing
streak.
Cubs 4, Expos 3
John Summers' bases-loaded
pinch single in the eighth in-
ning scored Jose Cardenal With
the tie-breaking run and anoth-
er run scored on a forceout,
lifting Chicago over Montreal.
cardinals 5-6, Mets 3-11
Ron Fairly drove in three
runs with two singles and his
fifth homer of the season to.
lead St. Louis to its first-gsutit
victory over New York. Del Un-
ser collected four base hits and
drove in three runs to lead the
Mets' triumph in the second
game. -
(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
PORT
Bartkowski Says Linebackers
Of Pittsburgh Dictate Tempo
By MIKE ROBINS' -10ttitl'ellrighey take
Assoeiatod,Press Writer
CHICAGO (API — "They dic-
tate the tempo of the game,"
says quarterback Steve Bar-
tkowski of the College All-
Calloway 49ers To
Play Game Friday
The Calloway County 49ers,
the senior citizen softball team
from Murray, will be playing at
6:30 p. m. Friday at Calloway
County High School.
The 49ers will be playing the
staff and family from the Senior
Citizens Center.
Alan Blaustein, director of the
Senior Citizens Center, urges





*Open Plights ail 9191a3,e You. MASTER CHARGE Cairo
It.? Mon -Thurs. Shdribirui Center
SISat Murray
 Get to know us: you'll like us.
4e4 Friday
14 gun
rensive ling."....r.an elude the
grappling arms of Greene,
Dwight White, L.C. Greenwood
and Ernie Holmes, he then
must somehow get the ball past
lambert. Russell and Ham
"I say heaviest because they
use their heads, not because
they are the most physically
aivesome," he said of the line-
'backers for the 1974 Super Bowl
chaMpions.
Bartkowski's first job is to
survive the onslaught of Joe
Greene and the rest of the
Pittsburgh front four when his
team meets the Steelers in the
42nd annual College All-Star
Game on Friday. The game
will be televised nationally on
ABC starting. at 9:30 p.m.,
-
pride in dic- How to beat thg Steeler line-
toting the tempo of the game." backers, assuming they can be
Bartkowski spoke Tuesday of beaten?
the Pittsburgh Steelers line- "We have to establish a run-
backing corps, possibly the ning game if we are going to be
shrewdest and fastest in the successful throwing," said Bar-
National Football League. tkowski, who passed for 4,434
"Trying to throw past Jack yards and 20 touchdowns in his
Lambert is like throwing into a college career.
tree," he said of the middle All-Stars Coach John McKay
linebacker who took defensive of Southern California says the
rookie honors in 1974. "At 6- same: "You can't win without
fopt-5, with his speed and a running game."
range, he can knock down al- The Stars are blessed with
most anything." formidable leg men. The list in-
"That's not to slight the other cludes hefty Don Hardeman of
two," the precision passer out Texas A&I, Jackson State's
of California said wryly of All- speedy Walter Payton, Louis
Pros Jack Ham and Andy Ftus- Carter of Maryland, Willard
sell. "From watching the films, Harrell of Pacific, Champ Hen-
I think they are about the heav- son of Ohio State and Arkansa
iest linebacker in the league." State's Stan Winfey.
But Pittsburgh's defense has
not been known to leave a lot of
daylight for opposing infantry.
They held their opponents to
less than 100 yards rushing in
both the AFC championship




Wood, former Green Bay Pack-
defensive back, was named
ch of the Philadelphia Bell
of the World Football League:
BIDDEFORD, MAINE —Nat
Pierce, one of the famous Sev-
EDT. , en Blocks of Granite that built
If Bartkowski, wld says he the Fordham Rams into a Col-
has "great confidence in our of- lege football power, died at the
age of 62.
SAN DIEGO — Linebacker
Bruce Bannon, who was traded
by the Miami Dolphins. to :the
San Diego Chargers, retired
from the NFL.
South 12th & Glendale




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Another 1-Bird Turner at
Murray State?
Racer Track coach Bill
Cornell thinks he may have
found another superstar
sprinter in Norman Simms of
Washington, D. C. Simms was
among 18 track recruits an-
nounced for the coming season
by Cornell.
The story behind Simms is
interesting.
A former Murray State track
star, Fred Sowerby, was
teaching high school in
Washington D. C. last year
when he ran across Sirruns. It
seems Simms was going out for
track for the first time. And
believe it or not, he ran a 51.1
quarter his first year in the
Sport. .
Sowerby now lives in Lan-
dover, Md., and is the track
coach for Sports International
Track Club in D. C. But he has
been in close contact all year
with Simms and filling him in
about the track program at
Murray.
'When Fred called me this
spring, Simms' best time was a
49.3," Cornell said.
"Fred told me he was going to
watch him run the next
weekend and that he wenld
make his judgements on
whether or not Simms was
worthrecruiting. The next race,
Simms ran a 48.9.
"Fred had built up the school
and the town and offered Simms
a full scholarship. Simms was
elated. The next week, he ran a,
48.4. I called him to see if he had
sent off his admission papers
and the week after that, he ran a
48.1.
"The week after that, he got
admitted to school and ran a
47.7 in Atlanta," Cornell said.
Simms would have to be one
of the biggest sleepers in the
country this year. Many major
e•
colleges sought Simms after
the 47.7 but it was too late
because he had already signed
with Murray State.
"He has a 3.0 grade point
average and has won special
awards in the D. C. area for
art," Cornell said.
"We're sure he's going to be a
fine student and athlete for us."
Turner had recorded a 47.9 in
the quarter before he came to
Murray. When he left, he had it
down to 45.1 and was considered
as one of the top sprinters in the
world and had even earned a
national championship for
himself and Murray in one
event.
_ "He's taller than Tommie and
If he has anywhere near as
much heart as Tommie had,
then he's going to be great. The
main man I ever had was
Tommie. I'd take one like him
any day of the week," Cornell
praised Turner, now a member
of the athletic staff at Murray
High.
Another outstanding athlete
signed by Murray is Ron Stetina
of St. Clair, Mo., and Merrimac
Junior College. Stetina has
recorded a 4:15.4 as a personal
best in the mile and comes to
Murray able to fit in to the
cross country plans for this fall.
Stetina- finished- foerth last
year in the National Junior
College Cr8ss Country
Championships.
Murray has recruited two
more Englishmen to join last
year's freshman standouts
Brian Rutter and Martyn
Brewer.
Ralph Cheek of Bristol,
England, has recorded a 3:57
for 1500 meters, or the
equivalent to a 4:15 mile. His
mile time has improved 11
seconds over the past year and
he has just turned 18-years-old.
The other English recruit will
not be eligible for a year, if he
gets here. Tim Butt of Lat-
\v•A'k
chworth, England, is going to
pay his own way to school, if
first he can get things cleared
up at the American Embassy in
England.
Butt is just 17-years-old and
already has a 4:13 mile ( indoor )
and a 1:54 in the 880-yard-dash.
Another one of the top
recruits is Tom Miracek of
Springfield, Ill. He attended
Lincoln Land Junior College
and has personal bests of 49.1 in
the quarter and 1:54.1 in the 880-
yard dash.
Cornell said he is still
corresponding with a couple of
other potential recruits, one a
209-javelin thrower.
Other recruits this year in-
clude seven from Kentucky -8M
one each from nearby Paris,
, Tn., and Metropolis, Ill.
Bubba Jones of Paducah is
expected to be a big help in the
field events. He has a personal
best of 22-10 in the long jump
and 47-2 in the triple jump.
Jimmy Jackson of Memphis
will bring times of 9.8, 22.9 and
49.6 while Deayne Gray of
Louisville has times of 10.2 and
22.4 in the 100 and 220 respec-
tively. The other sprinter is
Rafael Solice of Riverdale, Md.,
who comes to Murray with
times of 10.1, 22.4 arid 51.6.
Min Diontew-of -Ellen, Ill.,
has personal bests of 1:57.8 in
the 880 and 4:28.2 in- the mile.
Another middle distance man is
Mark Rhodes of Louisville who
has a 1:57 in the 880.
Scott Lester of Metropolis
comes to Murray as a walk-on
with times of 2:09 in the 880, 4:38
in the mile and 10:10 in the two-
mile run. Sprinters, whose
times are not available, include
Mark Reynolds of Paris, Tn.,
and Jim Carter of Whitesville,
Ky.
Murray has two hurdlers in
fold. They are Jude Kay! (14.8)
from Louisville and Tomr,Potter
(14.3) of Toms River, N. J.
Also coming to Murray are
high jumpers Michael Tandy of
Louisville ( 6-5) and Carl
Heissler (6-6) of Louisville. Jim
Armey, who has a personal best
of 13-6 in the pole vault, will join
the Racers from Benton, Ill.
"We lost six men through
graduation last year and each of
those were on half-
scholarships," Cornell said.
"That gave us a total of three
full scholarships left. We lost
two full scholarships because of
the cutback in the OVC, giving
us just one to recruit with. We
had two half-riders from last
year who did not receive such
aid this year because they failed
to live up to expectations.
i%), we have 18 men coming
to Murray on a total of two
scholarships. We expect to have
about 40 out for track next
spring," Cornell said.
"We have 17 events in track
but yet we have only a total of 12
scholarships for the program.
How do you fill a team with
that? Plus we don't even have
anybody in the shot, discus or
javelin."
The track team will get a big
boost this year though as Cuth-
bert Jacobs is expected to be
ready for competition again. A
two-time winner in the OVC
Championships-in 94, aëobs




HOUSTON (AP) — Race
driver George Snider was listed
in good condition today follow-
ing surgery for two broken
arms.
A hospital spokesman said
Snider was "doing very well"
following the Tuesday surgery.
Snider, 34, of Bakersfield, Ca-
lif., was injured in a heat race





Saw Through liednesday On A78-13 Tire To Fit
legas, Pintos, Gremlins, Colts, Falcons, Toyotas
Power Stmak 78
Here's your chance to get polyester cord Goodyear tires
at substantial savings. Six popular sizes are on sale for
three days only. The Power Streak 78 is tubeless, bias-ply
construction. The polyester cord used in the carcass is
triple-tempered for optimunf strength and resilience. The
durable 6-rib tread is designed for a road-holding grip you
can depend on Tire up now!

























Plus ;1.77 to $311 F.E.T. per tire depending on size and old tire
GOODIVEAR
7 Easy Ways to Buy at Goodyear
• Cash • Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • American Express
Money Card • Dinars Club • Carta Blanche
• BankAmericard
a 
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores.
Lube and Oil Change
$444
Up to 5 Ms of major
brand multi-grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure longer




• Includes light trucks
Froht-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction - to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precislon equipmrnt,
used by experienced profes-





FrOudet 1r! Mitt! &lot colt
Engine
Tune-Up
• With electrokii equiprient our
professionals fine-tunb your en-
gine, installing new points, plugs
a condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth riinninivengine for maxi-
mum gas mileage • Includes Oat'
sun, Toyota. VW & light trucks
2 Add 14 ter a cyl .$2 for art cone
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. gi Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., ThaN2., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
"Phone 53.1.0595
•
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We Reserve the Right to Limit Ouantiiies
We Accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
Prices Good Thursday July 3 thru Wednesday August 6
Dixie Fresh
Glade A Large




S lb. Bag 79.•. mmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmm .t 
•
•
with bottles or deposit





8 bt1.-crt. : Ole Soo* Fr*
$ 1 15 °Viers •. 2 lb asstd. flavors -994
• Hyde Park
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Area Residents Enlist In Service During June
Thirteen area residents
enlisted in the U.S. Army during
the month of June, according to
SFC Jerry A. Work Army
Representative at the Mayfield
Shopping Plaza.
1
 Those enlisting and presently
in basic training are David R.
r Waters, of Murray, who enlisted
for $2500 cash bonus and
assignment to the 1st Infantry
Division, Fort Riley, Kansas; who enlisted for $2500 cash Bell of Mayfield, who enlisted
David H. Hawley of Mayfield, bonus and assignment to the for training as a helicopter
who enlisted for training as a 25th Infantry Division in repairman and assignment;
Ranger and assignment to 75th Hawaii; Joe W. Bagwell of Fort Campbell, Ky.; Bill R.
Ranger Battalion Fort Lewis, Mayfield, who enlisted for $1500 Nygaard of Mayfield,
Washington; Jimmie D. Irvin of cash bonus with training as a enlisted for training as a
Mayfield, who enlisted for $2500 dial Central Telephone Office Chaparral crewman and
cash bonus in the Engineer field repairman; Winston K. Let- assignment to the 2nd Armored
and was assigned to 25th In- terman of Rt. 2, Murray, who Division Fort Hood, Texas;
fantry Division in Hawaii; enlisted for training as a Wendell R. Suiter of Mayfield
Richard D. Dowdy of Mayfield, military policeman; Danny R. enlisted for $2500 cash bonus
• • •  UUUU P
ME1111••11...mi mi U• Ill_mr-a_s_111_1111_M_IP
1[41 1 1117LIZATli i r
VII-11 • Me....
HIGHWAY 641---MUR Y KY Some items not exact! -as ictured
Fishing Season Is Here! We have the largest tackle display in the area.









































and assignment to the 9th In-
fantry Division Fort Lewis,
Washington and James D. Toon,
who enlisted for $1500 cash
bonus and assignment to the 5th
Infantry Division, Fort Polk,
Louisiana. •
Enlisting in the Army's 180
day Delayed Entry Program
and scheduled to report at a
later date are: Gerald Jones of
Mayfield, who enlisted for
training as a Hercules elec-
tronic repairman; Steven Smith
of Dukedom, who enlisted for
training as a Pharmacy











Helps clean away irritating
- ' dirt and dust, makes eyes feel
good again.













All Aluminum 8 Wood
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specialist and Joseph Norphlett
of Mayfield, who enlisted for
training in the clerical field and
assignment to the Army
Security Agency. More in-
formation on the many Army
opportunities may be made by
contacting SFC Jerry A. Work
at the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
or by calling (Collect) 247-4525.
When the U.S. government
enacted the first conscription
act, there were draft riots in
New York in 1863.
Kills germs by millions on contact















NEW YORK (AP) — Music
at the Square will be 18 free
concerts this year, outdoors at -
Washington Square. The first is
an all-Brahms program of
songs for soprano, contralto, te-
nor and bass.
The concerts are sponsored
by the Department of Music
and Music Education of New
York University's School of
Education, Health, Nursing and























Pre-Season Blanket Lay-Away Special







For Lawn, Foyer-Den, $
Porch, Garden, Patio















-Fits round & rectangular containers
-Utility dr trash bag
-Storage -Laundry -Yard & Garden







Murray No. 1 Water
District, Calloway
County, Kentucky, will
until the 8th day of
August, 1975, at the hour
of 11:00a. m., CDT (Local
Time), receive at the
usual and customary
meeting place of said
District, in the Southside
Shopping Center, on
Hazel Highway (KY 641-
S), sealed bids for the
purchase at not less than
par of its $90,000
"Waterworks System
Revenue Bonds, Series of
1974," to be dated as of the
date of delivery, and
bearing interest from said
date; maturing serially
on September 1 of the
years 1977 to 2007, in-
clusive, bearing interest
at such rate or rates as
may be established on the
basis of competition, no
rate to exceed 5 per cent
per annum, as hereinafter
provided. The bonds are
issued pursuant to KRS
Chapter 74 and Chapter
106. The maturity and
redemption provisions,
places of payment, and
other details are set forth
on the Official Notice of
Bond Sale.
Bids may be submitted at
not less than par value for
the entire issue of Bonds.
bidders shall stipulate the
interest rates for said
Bonds, in multiples of
one-eighth or one-tenth of
---1 per-cent, -Mee to teceecir
5 per cent per annum;
only one coupon rate per
maturity, no proposal
that interest becoming
due on any bond at any
interest payment date be
represented by more than
one coupon; and the
difference between the
highest and lowest in-
terest rates in any bid
may not exceed 2 per-
centage points. For the
purpose of determining
the lowest bidder,
calculations of ..net in-
terest cost will exclude





will be secured, in
common and on a basis
of parity asto security, in
common and on a basis of
parity as to security and
source of payment, with
the outstanding and
unpaid Bonds of the
District's "Waterworks
System Revenue Bonds,
dated September 1, 1963.
Details are set forth in
the "Official Notice of
Bond Sale" to which
reference is hereby made.
The Bonds offered for sale
are being issued to




tensions to the District's
Water System, and in
order to extend service to
an area newly annexed
thereto by Order of
Calloway County Court.
FmHA will submit a bid
at par at a single interest
rate of 5 per cent for all
Bonds, providing bids are
not received from other
purchasers for the bond
issue, on the terms
hereinabove indicated.
good faith deposit by
cashier's or certified
check payable to the
District in the sum of
81.800 is required, except
in The case of a bid sub-
mitted by FmHA. The
successful bidder or
bidders will be furnished,
without cost, the ap-
proving legal opinion of
Grafton, Ferguson„





The right to reject bids





Bids are to be made -6n
the Official Bid Form,
copies of which, together
with the Official Notice of
Bond Sale, may be ob-




MURRAY NO. I WATER
ENSTRICT: •
Chairman of the Com-
mission
Murray NO. 1 VVater
District '











  .,.. 753-6622
Poison Control .753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Need Line  753-NEED






Hesston Cemetery, Steuart Ca.
Tema. neer Model la Lk is is









SHOP. Big summer sale.
We do copper and brass
stripping. virst house off
Highway 303 on Sunset




relatives buried in the
Ezell Cemetery, located
m the ColdvraterGiivel
Pits or any interest
what so ever in the
cemetery. Please con-
tad






When yew need seppries,
Ispaposiat Sr service call
es. Gs is whet we
how best. We hese stem









NO HUNTING of any kind
on Frate Vinson farm.
NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental space available at id
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp ,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342
IF YOU have a burden, let




September 17, 18..19 and
20. For information wirte
Zajac Presents, 1832
Sylvania Avenue, Toledo,




trim shrubbery. Call 753-
2384.
PHARMACY
_ TECHNICIAN. Will train.
Mt& to"










work. Choose your own
hours. Send complete




over 20 interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience
helpful but not necessary.




Apply in person. Kamtuck
Territory.
MARRIED COUPLE to
run 10 unit motel in
Kentucky Lake area.
Small monthly salary
plus 2 bedroom apart-






SONIC DRIVE-IN. 18 and
over only. Apply between
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D LEAP TEN FEET:-








OUR `74D' IS SPEAKIN' TO A
TRAIL )J/,'"- w--EN DO

















with 2 years or more
direct sales experience.
Call on business men.
No night hours, some
travel. Paid by com-
mission, earnings
$15,000 plus, for the
right man.
Amin is posses Americas
Chalk Protection System office
416 NW Man Street, Mersey,
Ky. 753-4340.
SOMEONE TO STAY with
elderly couple on
weekends. Phone 753-4478
after 5 p. m.
MANAGER TRAINEE
over 21. High school or
more. Salary $6,000 a
year. Jobs Unlimited
Employment Agency,










but not required. Day
Shift. Call 753-7109. .
10. Business Opportunity
GROWING TWO Year Old
business. Christian Book
Center, 808 Chestnut. Call
753-0425. Ask for Wayne.
12 Insurance




HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
13. For Sale Or Trade
USED GIRLS 20" bicycle.
Call 753-6564.
14. Want To Buy
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailers, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80











NOTICE Of MEW WATER RATES FOR USE Of THE
SERVICES AND FACILITIES OF MURRAY NO I WATER DISTRICT
Murray No. 1 Water District, Calloway County,
Kentucky, acting through its Commission as its
lawful governing, body, hereby gives public notice
that in conformity with an Order entered on May 19,
1975, by the Public Service Commission of Kentucky
In its Case No. 6243, a schedule of rates and charges
for water and for use of the services and facilities of
...the District (including not only the additional area
or territory added by the Calloway County Court in
its Order entered on May 18, 1974, but also in the
previously existing area of said District) is hereby
inaugurated, and will be made effective as hereinaf-
ter set forth.
RATES AND CHARGES IN CONFORMITY WITH
THE ORDER Of THE est
From and after the effective date which is
hereinafter set forth, and in order to conform to the
official Order of the Public Service Commission of
Kentucky, as aforesaid, water service rendered by
Murray No. 1 Water District to all of its customers,
not only in the newly annexed area of the District,
but also in the original and presently served area
thereof, will be billed, collected and enforced ac-
cording to the following schedules:
Rates: 48" Meter
First 2,000 Gallons $4.50 Minimum Bill
Next 3,000 Gallons $1.60 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 5,000 Gallons 1.25 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gallons .95 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gallons .75 per 1,000 Gals,
Next 50,000 Gallons .65 per 1,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gallons .55 per 1,000 Gals.
3/4" Meter
First 3,000 Gallons $6.10 Minimum Bill
Next 2,000 Gallons $1.00 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 5,000 Gallons 1.25 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gallons .95 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gallons .75 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gallons .65 per 1,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gallons .55 per 1,000 Gals.
1" Meter
First 5,000 Gallons $9.30 Minimum Bill
Next 5,000 Gallons $1.25 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 10,000 Gallons .95 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gallons .75 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gallons .65 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 100,000 Gallons .55 per 1,000 Gals.
1-42" Meter
First 10,000 Gallons $15.55 Minimum Bill
Next 10,000 Gallons .95 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 30,000 Gallons .75 per 1,000 Gallons
Next 50,000 Gallons .65 per 1,000 Gals.
Over 100,000 Gallons .55 per 1,000 Gals.
2" Meter
First 16,000 Gallons $21.25 Minimum Bill
Next 4,000 Gallons .95 per 1,000 Gallons
Next 30,000 Gallons .75 per 1,000 Gals.
Next 50,000 Gallons .65 per 1,000 Gals










The above rates and charges will be aOplied to,
atid billed upon, the basis of the meter readings next
immediately following the date of publication of this
Notice; and connection charges, according to the
above schedule thereof, will be charged anii en-
forced accordingly.
BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION OF
MURRAY NO. 1 WATER DISTRICT, CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KENTUCKY, according to a Resolution
adopted at a meeting held on the 25th day of July,
1975.
Mason Thomas
Chairrillin of the Commission
ATIEST:
Edaiin Stokes
retary of the Commission
14. Want To Buy
A GOOD USED automatic
washer. Call 409-2118.
15 Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each. Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 753-
9618.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and -up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 1/2" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. Luan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
BOY'S BEILF, good con-
dition. ifonda XL75.
Polarol,i camera. Several
other items. Call 753-7488.
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cente- each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
TWO DOWN SLEEPING
BAGS $60.00 and 1 200 rnm
telephoto lens for Pentax.
$100.00. Call Randy 762-
3824.
ANTIQUE ICE BOX, tin
with burnished solid brass
fitting. Antiqued brass
wall lamp with natural
linen shade. Two pairs
antique satin drapes,
white trimmed in blue.
-Custom made. Call 753-
7990 after 5:30 p. m.
DELUXE WHEEL CHAIR.




lengths and width. Phone
7534992.
55 GALLON Aquarium
with fish. Call 753-8399.
16. Home Furnishings




SOFA. 2 slate-top tables.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7637 after 5:00 p. m.
VE=IMI
MURRAY SINGER Sewing




580 CASE BACKHOE. Call
753-6088 or 753-8021.
ONE GLEANER GL4381
corn foot. A-1 condition.
Wallace I as.siter 498-8635.
1950 FORD Tractor. Plow,
disc, and cultivator. In






Only 2 to Sell











room suit, breakfast set,





range. Two ovens, four
surface units. Used one
year. Clean as a pin inside




with cutting board top.
Excellent condition. $1130.
Three 30" kitchen bar
stools, green vinyl, wood
trim, $7.00 each. Call 753-
2456.





lots of glassware and
numerous other items. ,
See at Murray Hobby and
Handcraft, 512 S. 11th.
LARGE GOLD CHAIR
with' ottoman to Match.
CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
Call 436-5414.
19 FOOT LIVESTOCK




hauling 4 Tiorses. 8:00 to
5:00. Call 753-3621 after
5:00 call 753-4818.
20 Sports Equipment
18 FT. MARK TWAIN boat
188 V-8 engine, Tamden
trailer with custom cover.




motor. 40 h. p. With
controls. 9250.00. Call 436-
2494.
1973 MARK TWAIN boat,
motor and trailer. Ex-




trailer. 15 h. p. Evinrude
Motor. Call 753-9218 after
5 p. m.
20" GIRLS BICYCLE.






awning, hot and cold
water, etc. In exceptional
condition. $2,250. Includes
Reese load levelers, anti-
sway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.





NICE PONTOON BOAT for
sale. $300. Come see it on
Pottertown , Highway at
Conrad Heights Sub-
division.
BOAT, 1973, Renken ski
boat, 85 h. p. motor.





Console. Balance due or
monthly payments. J. &
B. Music. Call 753-7575.
BALDWIN PIANOS and











for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. M!scellaneous
w es AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
$50.00. Call 753-7791.
GOLD REFRIGERATOR' ntiO STORY oak log 
barn.




FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors






and keeps them cleaner
longer. Rent at Crass
Furniture, S. 3rd Street,
Murray, Ky.
SPECIAL PRICES on mud-
snow tires. $8.00 per set
up. Key Used Cars, 753-
5500.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FIFTEEN ACRES, mobile,
home, room, basement
and well. Will take late
model vehicle as trade in.




fully loaded, air con-
ditioned, furnace,
awning, hot and cold
water, etc. In exceptional
condition. $2,250. Includes
Reese load levelers, anti-
sway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.
1972 MOBILE home 24 x 44,
located on 641, Dexter.
good condition. Call 437-
4736 after 4 p.m.
28 Heating & Cooling
CARRIER 12,500 BTU.
Good condition. $85.00.
Call 753-6280 after 5 p. m.
29 Mobile Home Rentaic
10 x 52, Natural gas,
already set up and un-
derpinned at Shady Oaks
Trailer Park, No. 90. Also
includes an air con-
ditioner. Rents for $100.00
a month. Will sell for
$2,000. Call 753-4469 after 7
p.m.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th




central heat and air,
washer, dryer, large lot.
Call 753-4091.
TWO 'BEDROOM, fur-
nished. 37 Shady Oaks.
Call 753-1960 anytime, 753-
5209 after 6 p. m.






TUCKY Lake by week,
month, or year. Phone
436-2427.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
31 Want To Rent
MOVING FROM Texas
looking for house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
COUNTRY HOUSE, two to
twelve miles out. Running
water. Call collect ( 502)
935-5679 from 8 a. m. to
10:30 a. in.
WANT TO RENT HOUSE
in country. 1 to 0 miles
out. Will do ' minor
repairs. No cistern. Call
492-8333 or 753-0740 after
4:30.
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. -PrlreFably
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32. Apartme7ts For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All


















house, close to MSU for
4 college girls.
Large furnsihed apart-
ment for 4 or 5 college
Small 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for college
girls or college boys.
Call 753-5865 cloys or
753-5108 after 6:00 p. m.
FURNISHED APART-




ROOMS FOR boys, private
entrance- with kitchen
facilities, central heat





-• Where one is 62 or over and
the Government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor. Central Air conditioning










and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
36. For Rent Or Lease
THREE BEDROOM house
in Lakeway Shores. Two
level with fireplace, large
lot, garden space, garage,
storage room, large porch
and good view of lake.
Price $175.00 per month
unfurnished. Call 502-726-
2257.
37. Livestock - Supplies
EXTRA NICE saddle
horses. Gentle with
smooth saddle gait. Two
mares, one gelding. 8:00
to 5:00 call 753-3621, after
5, call 753-4818.
TEN YORKSHIRE gilts.
Start pigging August 8. 
Call 489-2630.
38. Pets - Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,






PUPPIES AKC, white, 6
weeks old. Call 362-8102
after 6:30 p. m.
MINIATURE ALASKAN
Malamute puppies. Make




$1.50 a '2 bushel. C. & A.
Farms k 2 mile west of N.
• 1131h Seeet on Poor Farm
Rd.
20' GOOSENECK STOCK
trailer, 2 axle electric
brakes. Can be seen at
Thornton Tile and
Marble, 612 S. 9th Call 753-
5719.
38. Pets - Supplies
ADORABLE GERMAN
,SHERILLIt13..












 3 puppiee  _For _snore in-
formation phone 753-3455






Carports, Boatports, patio covers, Walkway covers,









SWEET CORN, 10 cents
per ear, will deliver in
Murray. Call 435-4385.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE. Eight party,
french telephone, sewing
machine, household
items, milk cans. Other




next to Murray Drive In
Theatre.
FOUR PARTY YARD
SALE 314 S. Irving, 8 &.
m. to 5 p. m. Thursday.
CARPORT SALE. East 94
past Elm Grove Church.
Clothes, toys, dishes,
furniture and many other
items. Starts Thursday e
a. m.-Saturday noon.
46. Homes For Sale












room, dining, kitchen, 2
baths, brick, carpeted.
$25,750. Call 753-0855
between 4 and 7 p.m.
TWO STORY, four
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very,. pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well land-
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.







floor: living rm., dining









by owner.- -CO 753-7900.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE, 6




will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance, across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
 -Ffolidays. Wayne Wilson,GARAGE SALE. Friday 753-5086, Ron Talent 753-Augst 1. Clothing and 1607, Loretta Jobs 753-miscellaneous. Hairdryer 6079. Member M.L.S.and other items. 8th house 
past C & L Grocery on
Highway 121 South. 9 a.
m. to 5 p. m.
43. Real Estate
Hi-C
a nationally advertised noncarbonated vitamin C
enriched fruit drink is available for vending in 12 oz. cans.
Individuals who are seriously considering a business of
their own should investigate an extraordinary opportunity
currently available in this area. This is a secure business
for those who can spare a few hours each week ( no
selling), restocking vendors placed on location by our
specialists. A qualified individual may start part time and





Training provided. No experience required. Tax shelter
with write-off. Investment secured by new equipment
(five year warranty) and inventory. Earnings guaranteed
with a written buy back agreement. For immediate in-
formation of interview call collect (301) 345-7300 or write
including phone number to SUNRIPE, INC., 6215 Green-
belt Road, College Park, Maryland 20740
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Murray Home L Auto
Chestnut St
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by" our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW
what you are missing if
you don't see this home.
Hard to beat for $27,900.
Three bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, den, dining
room, carport on nice
corner lot. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12fh




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding yourreal
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call









44. lots For Sale
1502 PARKLANE DRIVE.
Beautifully landscaped 3
bedroom brick home. 1½
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-




Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-





tral heat, 2 bedrooms on
South Broad. $11,500.00
new roof, rental $100.00
per month. Good lot and
location. Phone 753-5281
from 6 p. m.
• dvaa'd •
47. Motorcycles
900 KAWASAKI with wind
jammer. 650 Triumph
tiger Yamaha YZ 80. Call
753-7140.
GATESBOROUGH 54,00D- 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.




641 Aut.tion House. Paris Tenn.
Ths weqk another good load. Nine piece
dining room suite, nice rug and desk,
several antique tables, bookcase, china
'cabinet, cedar chest, walnut chairs,
school desks, lamps, crocks„ churns,glass, dishes, And lots more.
Short McBride No. 247
51 Services Offered
"PARAT2E5, REENACTmENT$ - WHENARE YOU GOING TO PAINT THE HOUSE?"
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 CAPRI, 4 speed,
silver, real nice. Call 753-
8090.
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
door hard top, power
steering and brakes,
original owner. Call 753-
2821.
1973 CHEVROLET





efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
1966 CHEVROLET Plumbing and Electric.
Caprice. Will consider No jobs too small. Call
trade for motereyele.,Ca_11 _ 436-.56.4.2
1971 DATSUN 1200, also 26"
3 speed bicycle. Call 435-
4428.










power steering and lots
of extras. Must see to
appreciate
For information Call 753-
9946 or may be seen at
Farr Seasons Nursery,
Hwy. 641 in Almo
Heights.
1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
sedan, small V-8, a-c, all
power, new tires. Peak
condition Call 753-1976.
LIKE NEW, 24 ft. 1973
Dodge Cree motor home.




29' FRANKLIN 5th wheel
camper. With all the
extras. Excellent con-




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, kis mile east





TER will do interior or






























from moisture by letting
me cover crawl space










David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning







We furnish all material
and equipment needed
753-5320
CUSTOM DOZIER Work. •
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-498-8860
RACINE DRY carpet care.
gallon cleans approx.
300 sq. ft. for $3.69.
Machine rental is $2.00
per day. When finished
cleaning carpet, ready for
immediate use. Hinman's
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
Murray, Ky.
Notice To Members
Members of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association in Calloway County will meet at 2 p.m.
Saturday, August 9, 1975, to nominate candidates for
director for District $3 (West of the L & N Railroad).
The meeting will be held at the Courthouse, Murray,
Kentucky.
On Saturday, August 23rd, polls will open at the same
location from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. and official ballots will
be provided for members to elect a director. The direc-
tor will be elected for a term of three years.
The election Of August 23rd will not be held in Etistrict.
where there is only one nominee for director and sie
nominee will be declared duly elected for the respe4
Live district by the Election Committee.
















Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.




trician needs work. Free




trained, Skilled and ex-
perienced, for piano
lessons and wedding





436-5844 or 436-5472. -
WALLIS DRU
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's-Termite & Pest Control
Noma owned owl operated over 70 seers. Do elf sip osa coefroct
ontil eb Is fieislood
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914





J. 8. 8 Music
753-7575.
54. Free Column
BIRD DOG. Call 753-6379.
THREE KITTENS. Ap-
proximately 10 weeks old.
Two black and one black,




The Calloway County Health Deportment will receive bids
for the construction of additions to and alterations of the
Calloway Colonti Health Center until 2:00 p.m., current
time on August 13, 1975, at the Calloway County Health
Cantor, Murray Itaataciry, which time the bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud.
The Project consists of two odditions to the existing
Calloway County Health Center and alterations of por-
tions of the Health Center.
Proposed forms of he Contract Documents including
Plans and Specifications are on file at the office of Peck
Associates, Inc., 1101 Citizen's Boni Building, Paducah,
Restudy, and may be obtained after July 22, 1975.
Copio.of the Contract Documents may be obtained by
Prime Bidders by depositing $25.00 with the Architect for
each set. Bid deposit will be refunded to each Bidder who
returns Plans, Specifieatlette, and other Doeuntentt-in-r•----
good condition to the Architect by August 22, 1975.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by Biddet and of ac-
ceptable sureties in an amount equal to five per cent
(5%) of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful Bidder will be required to furnish end pay
for a satisfactory Performance Bond and Labor and
Material Payment Bond in the amount of 1000. of the
Contract as provided for in the Specifications.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids or
to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days subsequent to
the opening of bids without the consent of the Owner.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the
minimum salaries and wages as set forth in the
Specifications shall be paid on this Project.
R. L. Cooper, Administrator
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO FILL A VACANCY
IN A COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County Health Department for the
classification of Clerk Typist II. Minimum requirements for this position are as
follows:
Graduation from high school including or supplemented by a course in typing
and one yeartof experience in clerical work which has been in the performance of
moderately difficukclerical and typing duties, or an equivalent combination of
training and experience.
The beginning salary is $2.43 per hour. Persons interested in taking this
examination can obtain further details and an application blank from the Calloway
County Health Department, or by 'writing to the Merit System Office, Department
for Human Resources, Bureau for Health Services, 275 East Main Street, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601. Applications must be returned to the Calloway County Health
Department office on or before August 11, 1975.
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO FILL A VACANCY
IN THE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County Health Department for the
classification of Community Health Nurse 1. Minimum requirements for this
position are as follows:
Graduation from a diploma or associate degree program in nursing that is state
approved. Work experience not required.
The beginning salary is $3.58 per hour. Persons interested in taking this
examination can obtain further details and an application blank from the Calloway
County Health Department, Or by writing to the Merit System Office, Department
for Human Resources, Bureau for Health Services, 275 East Main Street, Frank-
fcrt, Kentucky 40601. Applications must be returned to the Calloway County Health
Di partment office on or before August 11, 1975.
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO FILL A VACANCY
IN A COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County Health Department for the
classific.ition of Community \ Health Worker 11. Minimum requirements for this
position are as follows:
High school equivalency and one year of experience in an appropriate health ser-
vices field. Two years of experience in an appropriate health services field are
required if the educatibnal requirement is not met. Additional education in a
health or related field may be sbustituted for experience.
Ttie beginning salary is $2.43 per hour. Persons interested in taking this
eitamination can obtain further details and an application blank from the Calloway
County Health Depprtment, or by writing to the Merit System Office, Department
for Human Resources. Bureau for Health Services, 775 Fast Main Street, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601: Applications Must be returned to the Calloway County Health
Department °Mee on or before August 11, 1975. •
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Deaths and Funerals
Observed Man Dies; Funeral
Being Held Today
The Calloway County Chapter
of the Future Farmers of
America reminds everyone that
July 25-31 is National Farm
Safety Week and urges
everyone employed on farms
and farm related occupations to
always practice safety.
This school year the chapter
plans to be involved in a large
scale safety program. "We hope
through our efforts to cut down





The Spring Creek Baptist
Church will hold revival ser-
vices starting Monday, August
4, and continuing through
Saturday, August 9.
Rev. Jerry Lee, pastor of the
West Fork Baptist Church, will
be the guest speaker for the
services at 7:30 p.m. with
prayer services to start at 7:15
p.m.
Special singing will be held
each evening and the public is
invited to attend, said Rev.
Stanley Letterman, pastor.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.1,
down 0.1. Below dam 301.9, up
0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.9,
down 0.2. Below dam 303.7, up
0.2.
Sunset 807. Sunrise 6:00.
Moon rises Wednesdat12:13
27U1-
Elwood Morgan of Wickliffe
Route Two, father of Terry
Morgan of Murray, died
Monday at 6:30 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 53 years of
age and his death followed a
long illness.
The Wickliffe man was a
retired farmer and a veteran of
World War II. He was a
member of the Southside
Baptist Church, Wickliffe.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Morgan; four sons, Woody
of Wickliffe Route One, Paul
Wayne of Fernandina, Fla.,
Michael, Wickliffe Route Two,
and Terry of Murray; three
daughters, Mrs. Patricia
Aldridge of Charleston, Mo.,
Mrs. Carolyn Woods of Bard-
well, and Miss Vickie Morgan of
Wickliffe Route Two; twelve
grandchildren.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Lucille Davis,
Clinton, Mrs. Anna Spraggs,
Wickliffe, and Mrs. Billie Mae
King, Kansas City, Mo.; six
brothers, J. W., Jackson, Mich.,
Charles, Clinton, Thelwood and
James, Kansas City, Mo.,
Arnold, Independence, Mo., and
Jewell Ray, Wickliffe.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Milner and
Phillips Funeral Home,
Wickliffe. l with Rev. Billy Holt





The price was incorrect in an advertisement in







Mrs. Elizabeth H. Wilson of
Cadiz died this morning at 1:30
at the Trigg County Hospital.
She was 93 years of age and was
preceded in death by her
husband, Charles Wilson, in
1958.
The deceased was a former
resident of Golden Pond and
was a member of the Golden
Pond Baptist Church. Born May
14, 1882, in Trigg County, she
was the daughter of the late
William Newton Carpenter and
Emma Duvall Carpenter.
Mrs. Wilson is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. George
( Mary Emma) Bleidt, Cadiz;
one sister, Mrs. Jack Banister,
Gracey; one brother, Luther
Carpenter, Cadiz; six grand-
children; ten great grand-
children. Two sons and one
daughter preceded their mother
in death.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with Rev. J.
Norman Ellis officiating. Burial
will be in the Bogard Cemetery
in Trigg County.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to the
American Heart Association.






annual .revival services from
Snnday, August 3, through
Friday, Atiguii 8.'
Rev. Harold Phillips of Paris,
Tenn., will be the evangelist for
the services to be held each
evening at '7:30 p.m. Special
singing will be held with Stanley
Duncan in charge of the song
service.
The public is invited to attend,
according to Rev. John Chur-
chwell, pastor.
MOHLER REUNION
The reunion of the Mohler
Family will be held Sunday,
August 3, at the main pavilion
at Kentucky Darn State Park. A
basket dinner will be spread at
noon. Note change of place from
the Kenlake State Park.
FIRST 15 CUSTOMERS
LOIN 8, ROUND
•T-Bono Steak •Iturrip Roast
•Round Steak *Sirloin Steak
•Porterlsouse Steak •Stew Beef
*Cube Steak •Iye Roost
•Sirloin Tip Roost •Ground Beef Pr. Wk.


















The funeral for Manning
Stewart was held this morning
at ten o'clock at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Mickey Car-
penter officiating. Burial will be
in the Stewart Cemetery,
Mr. Stewart, age 84, died
Monday at the Westview
Nursing Home. He, along with
Brown Tucker and the late John
Waters, organized the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society in
1958, and Mr. Stewart served as
the first president.
He was a member of the
James Campen Chapter of the
Sons of the American
Revolution, Masonic Lodge, and
First United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two nieces,
Mrs. J. E. Dugdale and Miss
Lucille Stewart, Santa Clara,
Calif.; four nephews, John
Stewart of St. Louis, Mo.,
Charlie Stewart of Frankfort,
Lee Mathis of Ahno Route One,




Citizens Committee Suggests Pay
Increase For Kentucky Legislators
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky legislators should re-
ceive a modest increase in pay
and expense money, a citizens
advisory committee says.
Its recommendations to the
Interim State Government
Committee would give legisla-
tors about $1,200 a year extra.
John R. Clarke of Louisville,
the chairman who read his re-
port Tuesday, said Kentucky
now ranks 34th among states in
legislative compensation. It
ranked 23rd a two decades ago,
he said.
Clarke also cited the rising
cost of living and the increase
in legislative duties, adding
Hickory Grove To
Hold Gospel Meet
Guest preacher for the gospel
meeting at the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ starting
Monday, August 4, through
Sunday, August 10, will be Bro.
Nat Evans, minister of the
Rosebank Church of Christ,
Nashville, Tenn.
WASHINGTON (AP) — James
Hooper of Mississippi is a
"medicore" cp.ndiciate for the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
board of directors, Sen. Walter
Huddlestoa, .D-Ky.4...said• Tues-
day.
"We need excellence, not me-
diocrity," Huddleston said. He
said he will oppose Hooper's
naming to the board, asked by
President Ford. 0.4 4
Huddleston said Hooper has
little or no background in ener-
gy and conservation, and said
he was concerned about "Hoo-
per's close as.vociation with at
least three business that failed,
some under controversial cir-
cumstances. This indicates, if
nothing else, a lack of manage-
ment skills required to run a
multibillion dollar utility."
Huddleston said that "pre-
vious participation in party pol-
itics rather than qualifications




Services will be held each
evening at 7:30 p. m.
Bro. Evans formerly
preached for the New
Providence Church of Christ
near Murray. He started
preachins at the age of twe lye
and is a firmer itUaent of
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn. He has been
in full time work the past five
years and has done evangelistic
work in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, and Mississippi.
FRYERS
that a number of promising
lawmakers are finding it too
expensive personally to run
again.
The committee recommended
boosting salaries during a ses-
sion from $25 to $40 a day.
It called for increasing ex-
pense payments from ;25 per
Awards Presented
To Cheerleaders
Several awards have been
won by the Varsity
cheerleaders of Calloway
County High School.
The group won the first place
trophy in the Senior Division at
the, National Cheerleading
Association Camp held at the
University of Tennessee,
Martin. This selection was
made by the NCA Leadership
Advisors.
Also at the national camp the
cheerleaders won the "Spark
Plug" award, based on a vote of
all members of the camp. They
were also presented the "Spirit
Stick" and four blue ribbons by
the NCA Leadership.
The cheerleaders are Peggy
Rogers and Kathie Broach, co-
captains, Linda McCuiston,
Teri Morris, Renee Tobey, Kim
Kemp, Sheila Darnell, and
LaDon Graham.
STOCK MARKET
Pricfs of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the. Ledger & Times by
1. M. &Moe Co. areas follows:
Airco 20% +%
Amer Motors  +14
 2.1%
T 48%
Boise Cascade  22 +1/4
Ford 
Gen. Motors 101/4 +1






Quaker Oats  16% -%
- Singer'  14 one
Tappan  No Sale
Western Union 14% -46
Zenith 26% +
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
'nines by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows.
U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems 10% dm
Kimberly Clark Wa -46
Union Carbide 56 44 
W. R. Grace 27% +NI
Texaco 75% -%
General E.ec. 46%
GAF Corp 10% jVII
Georgia Pacific 40.6, unc
Pfizer DM -IA
Jim Waiters 39% +1/4
Kirsch 15% nee
Disney 411 +16
Franklin Mint 2111k 44
BACON '
OOPENACCOUNT,SetYourCuttingDote-CALILOW!




PORTIR NOUSE T SOWS
SIRLOIN_ SIRIOIN TIPS
GROUND REIF
All Meats ore ,Guaranteed Tender and
Delicious in Writing or Your Order
. Replaced, Package for Package
legislative day to 835 per calen-
dar day.
Calendar *days include sun-
days and holidays, which are
not counted as legislative days.
The citizens group called for
payment for eight round trips
between Frankfort and a legis-
lator's home during a session
instead of paying one such trip
as is done now.
It suggested raising per diem
payments for interim com-
mittee meetings from $25 to ;40
daily.
The panel said expense allow-
ances between sessions should
remain at $400 per month, and
stationery allowances at PO per
session.
A state lawmaker now aver-
ages ;12,232 every two years
when various items are consid-
ered, such as the regular bien-
nial session.
The proposal would raise the
average to ;14,666 every two
years.
The panel also recommended
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN
additional pay for legislativd
leaders and committee chair,
men, from ;5 extra daily to'
committee chairmen to $2,
more daily during a session to
the house speaker, senate presi;
dent and senate president
tem, who acts as president.
The advisory group
called for eliminating frag-
mentary payments under whicli
legislators sometimes receivç
as many as 10 separate checkt
a month.
Wranglers Riding Club
To Ride Friday Night
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday, August 1, at
7:30 p.m. This will be the
regular riding session and will
be for points.
All members are urged to
attend each Friday night the
club rides. Food will be
available in the concession
stand.
1 Policeman 1 Timid
(slang) 2 Poem
4 Extra 3 Free ticket
9 Short sleep 4 More vapid
12 Room in 5 Public
harem guardian _
13 Tall structure 6 Held in high
14 Number regard
15 Affirmative 7 Female ruff
16 Toward 8 Teutonic deity
shelter 9 Conjunction
17 Journey 10 Southern
18 Firm blackbird
20 Teutonic deity 11 Vigor (colloq.) 29
21 Near 17 Commonplace 31
23 Dry, as wine 19 Bone 33
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32 Spoken 25 Repulsive
34 Parent 26 Dental filling
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Hwy. 641-S between Murray and Hazel
Monday thru Friday 10 til\B
HOURS: Saturday 10 til 51,
Phone: 753-0020 or 753-0021









































































about the flute, as well she
might. She has been principal
flutist with the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra for more than
illMURRAY: Bel Air Center
MAYFIELD. On Ihe Square
PADUCAH: Downtown & Crossroads
McKENZIE, TENN: Shopping Plaza
E 13 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, July 30, 1975
TOWER OF POWER—Nancy Swapa, Chicago, radio
tower rigger, is dubbed Bruno by fellow workers there.
Woman Flutist Finds
Her Ilisirument Popular
By DONALD SANDERS 20 years — the first woman ap-
Associated Press Writer pointed a principal player with
Dor iot Anthony Dwyer, a major U.S. musical organ-
speaking of the flood of new -ization.
musical compositions which has "It can be used in many dif-
been commissioned by the Bi- ferent ways," she said in an in-
centennial, says, "I hope some terview. "And there are more
of it will be flute music — there great players performing in
has been a big upsurge of flute public."
playing." She performed in three recit-
Miss Dwyer becomes some- als called "Doriot Anthony
thing of a zealot when she talks Dwyer and Friends" at Car-
negie Recital Hall in New York
nast.season, and haste.=
invited back next year. She
recently completed a tour of
the country with the Boston
Symphony Chamber Players.
Bruno Walter first hired her
as first flutist with the Holly-
wood Bowl Symphony after she
had played with the National
Symphony in Washington and
the Los Angeles Philharmonic.
It was Charles Munch who
auditioned her, after hearing
many male flutists. and gave
„her the first chair position with
the Boston.
"It was quite hairy at one
time, being a woman musi-
cian." she said. "Lots of times
I wouldn't get my letters an-
swered when I was looking for
a job, because I was a wom-
an."
As for what she regards as
the upsurge in popularity of the
flute, she notes that it is easy
to carry around and, that while
not inexpensive, it does cost
less than an organ, a piano or a
harp.
"You can play notes faster
than on a stringed instrument,"
she added. "String playing is so
long and tedious — it's a very
Blue Denim Jepns...
Sizes 3-15
• Torton:Pioid Shirt '9
Sizes 30-40
Reed Attends DECA Conference
Roderick Reed, newly elected
Secretary-Treasurer of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America - Alumni Division,
recently attended the National
Officer Leadership Develop-
ment Conference in
Washington, DC, on July 16-20,
The Distributive Education
Clubs of America - otherwise
known as DECA - is an
organization whose program of
leadership, personal





Education is a program of in-
struction which teaches
marketing, merchandising and
management and DECA is an
integral part of this program.
DECA began in 1946 and is now
operating in 50 states plus the
District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands.
DECA is composed of five
Divisions: High School, Junior
Collegiate, Collegiate, Alumni
and Professional and its
membership numbers over
170,000 in approximately 5,000
Chapters. Its purposes are (1)
to develop a respect for
education which will contribute
to occupational competence,
and (2) to promote un-
derstanding and appreciation
for the responsibilities of
citizenship in our free, com-
petitive enterprise system.
The purpose of the Leader-
ship Development Conference is
to develop leadership skills and
to provide training for all
National Officers. During the
Conferenee the officers- Were
on public speaking,
leadership development and
their knowledge of DECA. The




URBANA, Ill. ,(AP) — If ele-
mentarY ithool teachers would
recognize and ,ancvurage the
existing ability of their students
to respond to literature, a
"more articulate generation"
may result, says an authority
on teaching English.
Alan Purves, professor of
English education at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, says young
children's comments on poems
and stories are worth listening
to.
Working with seven research-
ers investigating the response
of children in grades three
through 12 to poems and short
stories, he discovered that the
youngest children react with
comment on facts. As they
grow older, they identify with
characters and by the fifth
grade they become aware of
the emotional effects of lan-
guage.
After the fifth grade, students
are more likely to report hid-
den meanings. But they also in-
creasingly ignore their own
emotional responses.
Purves asks whether the
child's concern for how a story
affects him is suppressed by
teachers who disapproved of
his early literary criticism.
their program of work for the
coming school year. Members
were flown in from all over the
nation.
Roderick was elected the
national Secretary -Treasurer of
the Alumni Division last May in
Huilyv.uod, Florida, at the 1975
DECA Career Development
Conference. He is attending
Murray State University where
he Is majoring in speech and
theatre arts. He is the son of
Mrs. Orea Nell Btunphis.
Roderick Reed, Secretary-Treasurer of the Alumni Division
of the Distributive Education Clubs of America, is pictured at
the site of the new National DECA Center in Reston, Virginia,
during the recent Leadership Training Conference held in
Washington, D. C.
Lots of Fun
-Fo-r the Whole Failily
Join in On The Fun and Save Too!
Come and Help Us Celebrate
The Annual Sidewalk Sale
Help Support The Murray Merchants
What a-buy1 A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back /
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle, I
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
taste. Money IRack, too. The refund means you only buy the i 1
•
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store, so there's /
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get,
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back quarts today!
i
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Limit One Per Family
Robin Hood
Flour
75 ILDag  •
with $7.50 add. pur.
Expi;es 8-5-75
Good Onl • At Storeys
Big Quart
COUPON





Go( • nly At Storeys?'
Coffee








Limit 1 with coupon and $7.50 add. pur.
Excluding Tob. & Dairy Products.
Two Grades to serve you better, we at Storys Food Giant have always served you
with USDA Choice Beef, and will continue to do so, but now with the all time high
of meat prices we want to serve you the best way possible. Now we will carry
two grades of Beef
USDA CHOICE
Swift's Pretender Beef
It's new and here at our store. This beef is from mature cattle, not baby beef.
These grass fed mature animals have a distinctive beef flavor more so than baby
beef - but lack the internal marbling and external fat of cornfed animals. Thus
C they are high in Protein, lower in fat cholesterol. These animals have been
protendered with popain, offering you *high degree of tenderness
Introductry Prices
Pretender Chuck Roast 79 Pretender Round Steak
Pretender Shoulder Roast 99k, Pretender Sirloin Steak°
























Good Only At Storeys




































Limit 1, Per Family
COUPON






Good Only At Storeys
Expires 8-5-75















Good Only At Storeys
COI'PON
\ Limit 1 per family




















































































To Preservation Of Buildings
By DENNIS MONTGOMERY
Associated Press Writer
The nation's economic ills are
Improving the prognosis of
some of America's urban land-
marks suffering from acute
cases of downtown redevelop-
ment.
Authorities say recession and
inflation have eased the demoli-
tion fever that leveled many
structures of architectural or
historical significance in the
postwar construction boom.
Preservationists are using the
breathing spell to perfect tech-
niques that could give the re-
maining buildings new leases
on life.
"Very often the most historic
area of a town is the most run-
down," said Mary Smith of the
National Trust for Historic Pre-
servation in Washington.
In the past, she said, devel-
opers found it more profitable
to raze aging structures than to
salvage them.
"I think now we are sort of
realizing that this whole idea of
demolition and reconstruction
is not the best way to go," Mrs.
Smith said. "That's because
now with new construction
costa so very high it has made
rehabilitation efforts so very
much more feasible."
Paul Sprague, a Chicago ar-
chitectural historian and past
president of the Illinois Histori-
cal Structures Survey, said that
there are perhaps 100 landmark
commercial structures in urban
cores living in the shidli? of
the wrecking ball. .
The best hope of saving the
structures, he said, is in mak-
ing them worth saving from the
economic standpoint, generally
by continuing .to use them for
the purpose far which they
were designed.
"It's very difficult to adapt
them for uses which require
larger spaces, higher floor lev-
els and things like that," he
said. think realistically you
have to really consider keeping
them in some sort of business
use."
In August, planners, devel-
opers, contractors, municipal
officials and preservationisth
from around the country meet
in Seattle — the site of a show-
case, 20-block, rehabilitation
district called Pioneer Square
— to discuss the economic ben-
efits of preserving important
buildings.
Among the likely topics of
conversation is the succesful
rescue of a St. Louis structure,
the nine-story Wainwright
Building. Designed in the early
1890s by Chicago architect
Louis Sullivan, the Wainwright
is generally considered the pre-
cursor of the modern sky-
scraper.
Sullivan solved the problem
of giving a building a sense of
unity when it is taller than it is
wide, Sprague said. Using deco-
rative masonry grids and piers,
Sprague said, "He lets your eye
ride up each side of the build-
ing. These are devices which
tie the building together. In
that building he shows how to
do it."
The area around the
Waimight became blighted and
the building's existence looked
precarious. In 1974, however,
the trust for historic pre-
servation obtained an option to
buy the building and early this
year transfered it to the state
government.
Missouri plans to renovate
the Wainwright for use as the
centerpiece of a proposed com-
plex, which will nclude new
buildings.
Cold test proves
aspirin not too hot
CHICAGO — Research
workers at the University of
Chicago's Abraham School of
Medicine describe aspirin as
"disappointing in the amount
of benefit" derived in treat-
ing the common cold and say
the drug makes an infected
person more apt to "shed"
cold germs.
ASPirin was of some help in




made sufferers feel less ill.
Blackbird Is Worst Hazard
At 11th Hole In Des Moines
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Despite ribbing from fellow
officers, Patrolman Richard W. Wise wore his bullet-proof
vest every day he was on duty, except one.
His vest was being laundered Monday when a man Wise
stopped for a traffic check shot him In the back.
'The 322year-old pOfiierrsui9l -Mr" coughed up the
bullet, apparently from a lung, doctors said. He was listed in
satisfactory condition after surgery.
Police said Wise, the father of three young sons, was shot
after he Stopped Alexander Thorpe, a 36-year-old prison es-
capee from Jacksonville, on a traffic violation.
'Witnesses told police that Thorpe shot Wise in the back and
then fired five more bullets at the officer as he lay wounded
in the street, a police spokesman said.
After Wise was wounded, he shot six bullets into Thorpe's
car but did not hit Thorpe, the spokesman said.
Thorpe was later captured by police after he attempted to
hide under a rooming house near the scene of the shooting,
police said. He was reported in serious condition with a head
injury which police information officer Mike Gould said
Thorpe suffered when he scrambled under the building or
during a scuffle with police when he came out holding a brick
and resisted arrest.
Thorpe was charged with assault to murder.
Police said the car Thorpe was driving was stolen Sunday
from a Jacksonville man who was shot in the leg by the thief.




FOR THURSDAY, JULY 31,
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2)) "riA
Mars auspicious_ You can
accomplish a great deal now.
Plitn, negotiate, call meetings,
consider propositions which
seem to have good poten-
tialities.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 13€7
In dealings with associates,
especially members of the
opposite sex: patience and tact!
An excellent period for utilizing
your ability to make smart
moves.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11/4fr.
Control your imagination
while you also develop its
tremendous potentials for
furthering your advancement.
Don't let random ideas lead you
out of bounds.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 4110
A "mark-time" period for
some matters; for others, a
definite need for pressing
forward. Be your usual
diicriminating self in deciding
tile urgency of each situation.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) !tog
Good solar influences should
make this a day of stimulating
action. But don't overtax
yourself. Make some time for
relaxation.
VIRGO
Don't lighten your wallet in an
effort to impress others. In fact,
wading out of your depth





















Begley Drug Company (Rich-
mond) has reported both record
sales and income for the first
quarter ended June 30 from the
operation of its 40 drug outlets
in Kentucky and 58 Big B One
Hour Cleaners operating in six
states. sales and other
operating revenues climbed to
$6,097,172 for the period, an
increase of $771,265 or 14.5 per
cent over the same period last
year.
Net income advanced to
$167,206 from the 8132,837
recorded for the quarter last
year, a gain of 25.9 per cent.
This increase pushed earnings
per common share to 28 cents
up 27.3 per cent over the 22 cents
earned for the period last year.
During the quarter, Begley's
opened a new pharmacy in
Physician's Mall in Lexington,
moved its downtown store in
Paris to a new shopping center
location, and consolidated two
dry cleaning units in Johnson
City, Tennessee. On the last day
of the quarter, it consolidated
its downtown Monticello drug
store into its newer shopping
center location in that city and
discontinued a dry cleaning unit
in Versailles.
Begley's maintains its cor-
porate general offices and
distribution center in Richmond
and serves some 23 cities in
Kentucky with its drug outlets
and 26 cities in Kentucky,
Tennessee, Florida, Illinois,

































VA Hospital Refuses Operation
To Save Dying Pastor's Life
LIB LYNNWOOD, Wash. (AP) —
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Art The Rev. Darrell Morgan says
RA
It may be advisable to he is ready to face death.
slacken your gait in order to But his congregation isn't
detect error of method or ready to accept his departure
details overlooked. But don't or a Veterans' Administration
stop dead. Keep working toward ruling denying their 36-year-old
Ultimate objectives.
SCORPIO 
pastor an operation they be-
lieve could save his life.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV' The Rev. Mr. Morgan suffers
Don't head into any corn- from lymphona, a cancer of the
plications. Steer a clear course lymph gland that destroys bone
and focus ambitions on an at- marrow and the body's ability
tamable plateau. Don't strive to fight infection. Without a
for the unreasonable.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
sifri# doctor of the young minister
bone marrow transplant, the
SAGITIARRJS
Business matters, difficult 
says he will die within a month.
favored now. But don't rush into 
$10,000 and 9'6,000, and the VA,
The operation costs between
tasks, long-range planning
vigilant and precise. 
which has provided treatmentthings. Have patience, be
CAPRICORN 
for the Rev. Mr. Morgan since
„u4t____4( the cancer was discovered five
the 
years ago, has refused to pay1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Competition is still on 
 V %ICC
for it.
move. Get with it and gear Jerome R. Dolezal, director
yourself to the demands which of the Seattle VA Hospital, says
s
AQUARIUS 
the operation is till consideredare appropriate.
experimental and is "not a
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) bona fide, proven type of proce-
Gains from past good efforts dure." And Dolezal says the
indicated, but don't rest on your Rev. Mr. Morgan's cancer can-
laurels. There are further goals not be attributed to his four
to reach, so keep on giving you; years of military service.
PbesiLSCES 
Dr. Dean Buckner, acsociate
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Xe' professor of medicine at the
Generous influences on the




YOU BORN TODAY are the
tYPeAthainintitke-the.world
storm through your ingenuity
and.dash. You are endowed with
personality-plus, and your
courage, independence and
generosity are outstanding. You
will share your assets with
others, but often demand your
own way in exchange—and
.obstinately. Try to overcome
this, along with excessive pride
in your achievements. You are
suited to any position which
brings you in contact with the
public; are a born leader, a
salesman par excellence and, in
anything you do, have a flair for
the. dramatic Rirtlidate cif;.
John Ericsson, Swed. naval
engineer; Geraldine Chaplin,
actress (daughter of Sir
Charles y.
University of Washington, has
challenged the VA claim that
marrow transplants are not an
acceptable procedure in the
medical profession.
Although still experimental,
no criticism of the operation
has been voiced by his col-
leagues, according to Buckner,
who works with the transplants
at Seattle's Providence Hospi-
tal. He says about 60 bone mar-
row transplants were per-
formed at Providence last year.
Don Huber, a friend of the
Rev. Mr. Morgan's, says that
during the past year the pas-
tor's brother and sister have
flown in from Cincinnati for
tests to determine if their mar-
row could be used in the trans-
plant. The tests were positive,
Huber says.
"The real problem is that
they led Pastor Morgan up to
the very last minute on this
transplant and then told him
they weren't going to do it.
There is time for the operation,
but the VA has to approve it
and they have to make room
for him at the hospital," Huber
says.
During the five years that the
Rev. Mr. Morgan has been
minister at the Chapel of Peace
Community Church, the congre-
gation has grown from 15 to
700, Huber says. The church
building holds only about 300
people, and services are now
held in a community theater.
"He had them busting out the
walls. He is down to earth,
pragmatic, realistic. He is here
and now, not hell and brim-
stone. He wants to face prob-
lems as they really are," Hu-
ber says.
The congregation has ap-
pealed to the Washington con-
gressional delegation, but an
aide to Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash., said the VA decision
appears to rest firmly on feder-
al law.
The Rev, Mr. Morgan "won't
ask for help," Huber says.
"That's why I'm trying. He
says he's not afraid of dying.
He knows his Maker and he's
prepared to meet Him. But he
would like to finish the work
that he set out to do."
It is estimated that 1.2 mil-
lion motor vehicles will be
checked by the California High-




12 lb. U.S. Choke Chopped Beef Steak
Baked Potato W Butter or Sour Cream
Toasted French Bread
Fresh Garden Salad /S. Homemade Dressing
—Reg. $2.95
Rem Fridav From p.m. til 10 p.m.
Two-For The Price of-One
Perkins Pancake & Steak House - U.s. 641 North
Bring The Familv-Save A Bundle & Smile, Smile, Smile
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Murray Little League All-Stars: One
vTistopi
11•001•0110"t









Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Somebody said they didn't have
enough pitching. Someone else
said it could never be done two
years in a row.
What nobody said was this: If
enough people believe so strongly
in one thing, then it shall come to
pass. It's called child-like faith
and many of us don't have it, un-
fortunately.
There are a few people in
Murray that do. And they are
called the Murray Little League
All-Stars. And because of their
faith in themselves and their
coaches and their natural
physical talents, they will be
playing for the second con-
secutive year in the State Little
League Tournament.
Murray will battle Louisville St.





































Joel Klein Scott Hill Darwin Rumpus






Randy Mayfield Kim Wilson
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at 6 p.m. Friday at Mayfield. The
other game will be between Owen-
sboro Southern and another team,
yet to be decided. • • ..
The winners will collide Satur-
day for the State Championship
with the winner earning a trip to
Florida.
Hamp Erwin is the manager for
the All-Stars again this year and
his assistant is Barry Stokes.
Together, they have directed the
Murray Little League All-Stars to
a 10-1 record in the past two years
of tournament play.
Last year, the Little League All-
Stars dropped a heart-breaking 4-
2 contest in 11 innings to London,
which went on to win the State
Championship. This year, the
tournament is close to Murray
and it is hoped hundreds of fans
will make the trip to Mayfield to
give support to this outstanding
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Nursery No Longer Considered
Woman's Private Reservation
There once was a time when
the nursery was considered the
woman's private reservation.
A man was considered to be
too fumbling - all thumbs - when
it came to handling his off-
spring.
•
Today, however, the picture
has changed considerably.
Father no longer feels like an
intruder in the nursery. He can
be his wife's equal when it
comes to formula mixing, baby
bathing, and even diaper
changing. Assisting with baby's
needs often results in a
stronger, closer, more fulfilling
relationship for fathers,
resulting from the earliest days
at home.
Some of the credit for this
domestic revolution belongs to
the American Red Cross.
At the close of World War II,
the Red Cross foresaw the need
of a course that would provide
prospective fathers as well as
mothers with proper training in
baby care. By the time the
postwar bumper crop of babies
arrived, free classes were being
offered by Red Cross Chapters
throughout the country.
The Preparing for Paren-
thood Course usually begins
with a discussion of conception,
symptoms of pregnancy, and
prenatal health, with an ex-
planation of the emotional and
physical stages of pregnancy.
General information is included
about subjects such as prenatal
care, labor, delivery, formula
preparation, nutrition, bathing,




and lectures. ------- ---
Expectant parents also learn
to care for the baby during the
first few days and weeks at
home. Red Cross nurses use a
maternity doll to illustrate
handling dressing and
diapering, and bathing the
batw.
An integral part of the course
is a description of the baby's
first year, with examples of
growth rate and normal pat-
terns of growth and develop-
ment.
All expectant parents courses
are taught by Red Cross nurses
and are offered free as a public
service. Additional information
concerning class times and
dates may be obtained from
your local Red Cross chapter or
by writing the Kentucky
Division, American Red Cross,
Nursing Programs, 510 East
Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
40202.
'Crazy Salad' Pulls No Punches
NEW YORK (AP) — "You
can write the most wonderful
piece in the world about some-
one and the only word they'll
see is 'plump," said columnist
Nora Ephron.
"You learn very early that
you're not in this business to be
friends with people you write
about. If you are, you start
pulling punches."
Nora Ephron has compiled a
selection of her punchy articles
and interviews with some
people who may never talk to
her again in a new book called
"Crazy Salad."
The book has gone into its
second printing, is a Book of
the Month Club selection and,
the author notes with relief, is
no longer displayed in the cook-
book section in book stores.
The 25 articles have appeared
in various magazines and
"glance off and onto the sub-
ject of 'women." In them, Miss
Ephron ("I only make a fuss
about Ms. with the airlines"
that ask Miss or Mrs. for reser-
vations) carefully scrutinizes
and deftly portrays:
Julie Nixon Eisenhower ("the
only woman in America over
the age of 20 who still thinks
her father is exactly what she
thought he was when she was
6."); Rose Mary Woods, former
President Richard M. Nixon's
longtime secretary; transsexual
Jan Morris ("Jan Morris is
perfectly awful at being a wom-
an."); Pat Loud, star-partici-
pant of the American Family
documentary; "Deep Throat"
star Linda Lovelace; and Mar-
tha Mitchell.
"She's one of the few people
I've really been wrong about,"
the writer said of Mrs. Mit-
chell. "I followed her around
for five days watching her and
found her canny, in control of
herself and a woman who used
her reputation as a crazy lady
to get jokes. I decided she
wasn't crazy.
"But after thinking about it
longer, I really think new she is
truly whacko."
A dedicated feminist, Miss
Ephron nevertheless pokes af-
fectionate fun at her con-
sciousness-raising group and
sexual politics ("We have lived
through the era when happiness
was a warm puppy, and ... a
dry martini and now we have
come to the era when happi-
ness is 'knowing what your
uterus looks like.")
The 34-year-old daughter of
two Hollywood screenwriters,
Miss Ephron credits her early
upbringing with creating "this
sneaky little person. in my head
that starts to laugh at just
about everything.
"It was like living in a talk
show. My three sisters and I
had to fight very hard to get a
word in. And the best way to
get attention was to tell a funny
story."
She is separated from her
husband, author Dan Green-
burg ("I just didn't really want
to be married that much.") and
currently dating Carl Bernstein
of Washington Post-Watergate
fame, whom she sees on weekly
commutes to Washington.
"Men dominate the conversa-
tions in Washington and there-
fore, as far as I am concerned,
the conversations are far less




For Fall And Winter
Pasture growth for grazing in
November and December'
That's what you can expect if
you take your cattle off fescue
or bluegrass pasture in late July
or early August and let the
growth accumulate. Garry
Lacefield and J. Kenneth
Evans, Extension forage
specialists with the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, refer to this
system of managing late
summer and early fall grass
growth as "stockpiling."
During tho period --
bluegrass or 'fescue is being
stockpiled, approximately
August 1 to November I, you
will need to use other available




lespedeza. After the first hard
frost, fields containing alfalfa-
grass and clover-grass mix-
tures should be grazed. Late in
Your 1975 investmeaLit seed, fertilizer,
labor and chemicals is too great for you to
take a chance with hail.
See us about your
Hail Insurance
Now








the fall, when grazing of thest
other forages has been corn
pleted, the stockpiled bluegras:
or fescue will be ready fol
grazing.
The amount of feed produce(
by stockpiling depends to t
large extent on soil fertility
according to Lacefleld and
Evans. A soil test should be
taken to determine the
phosphorus, potassium, and
lime needs of the pastures to be
stockpiled. Nitrogen should be
topdressed at the rate of 40-80
ift,esw. of actual -N per ,acre.
The lower end of - this ra
should be used for bluegrass
and the higher end for fescue.
.Lacefield. and Evans cite a
'UK study in which bluegrass
fertilized with 45 pounds of
nitrogen per acre had a yield
increase of 20 pounds of dry
matter for each pound of
nitrogen applied. Tall fescue
showed an, even greater
nitrogen use efficiency with 24.4
pounds of dry matter for each
pound of nitrogen applied. With
both grasses, the nitrogen was
applied on August 15 and yields
were measured on December 1.
Grass-legume pastures
should be the first pastures
grazed after frost, and then the
stockpiled pastures should be
grazed. Lacefield and Evans
emphasize that a heavy
stocking rate should be used
with the stockpiled pastures.
Light stocking will result in a lot
of wasted forage, and if the
forage is wasted, the money
spent on nitrogen fertilizer will
also be wasted.
The UK specialists suggest
using a temporary electric
fence when grazing stockpiled
fields. Allow the cattle to graze
off a small area, and then move
the fence back to open up a new
strip. The electric fence can be
movedback repeatedly until the
entire field is grazed.
The quality of fescue in the
vegetative stage is better
during the fall and early winter
than during any other time of
the year, according to Lacefield
and Evans. The sugar content is
nearly twice as high in the fall
as in the spring and summer.
The quality of bluegrass is also
high during fall and early
winter. The quality of both
grasses declines as winter
progresses, but even in late
winter, they are still acceptable
as feed for mature, dry.
pregnant beef cows.
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Rural Development Tools Of USDA Are
Increasingly, people want to
live and work in rural America,
and rural people and com-
munities are using credit from
the U. S. Department of
-Agriculture (USDA) to improve
living conditions and enhance
employment opportunities,
John H. Burris, State Director
of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration for Kentucky, said
today.
He pointed out that USDA's
Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) channeled nearly
$113,428,395 in loans into rurai
development in fiscal year 1975
to help achieve these state
goals:
1. More food and fiber for the
nation: In 2,120 loans to help
family farmers buy and operate
farms, FrnHA made more than
$23,591,500 available to sup-
plement regular commercial
credit. Farmers whose
production was disrupted by
natural disaster received 114
loans amounting to $1,902,225.
2. Improve rural housing:
FmHA made loans of $61,791,790
to construct, purchase or im-
prove more than 3,711 homes
and apartments for rural
residents of low or moderate
income.
3. Modernize small towns and
rural communities: FmHA
made 34 loans totaling nearly
$14,000,000 and 24 grants
totaling over $4,600,000 to help
build water and waste disposal
systems. FmHA also directly
administered nearly $2,000,000












Lea's is your new shop on the
Square Downtown Paris for Hall-
mark cards, gifts, candles, books,
stationery, wrapping papers and
party accessories. Beautiful things
to brighten someone's day. . . or
someone's life. Discover how nice
it is to find everything for giving
in one shop—with the extra as-
surance of Hallmark quality.
And with every purchase of
$1.00- or more, through Augtuit 2,
we'll brighten your day with a
beautiful scented round candle—
absolutely free.
HOW'S THAT FOR OPENERS?'
Come to Lea's during our get
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x IA.. reg. 5.99... 7.97 Wo fi 114 • reg.
17.99... 13.97 144 it 14 reg. 27.99 ... 23.97
First owellty folly ismselated foam-
hacked draperies i• White, Geld, Green, Flax
Easy to take care of. Keeps year rani comfortable
UNDER DRAPERY SHEER PANELS
Dacron Ninon no-iron easy care panels-both sizes, one low price!











STANDARD CASES.. .2.77 pr.
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care Olefin.
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Front Ferns Con we have
wtheirtit'llisa few" denim! The /arable
bask which is se peppier with every ape
grovel For suits, skirts, pants, it's
fashion favorite. 45" wide,
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10 a. m. to 6p. m.
SATURDAY 10 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Put To Work
help finance these systems.
Three loans amounting to
$1,724,600 and four grants
amounting to $295,000 were
made for other essential
community facilities.
4. Provide more and better
rural employment Ap-
portunities: Under new
authorities of the Rural
Development Act, FmHA made
11 loans totaling $5,523,950 for
business and industrial
development, providing an
estimated 900 jobs in rural
areas. This program was the
leader as FmHA began to
change from lending agent to
guarantor of loans made and
serviced by private commercial
lenders.
Varied employment op-
portunities have been provided
through the business and in-
dustrial loan program—a
hosiery mill, 400 jobs; a plant
manufacturing steel wire for
tires, 147 jobs; an extension of
water lines for industry, 400
employees; shopping center, 23
workers; and many others—
processing plants, retail stores,
a laundry, a grain elevator, and
a farm supply and equipment
store. The diversity of projects
shows how readily the program




A workshop in group methods
and .procedures. for county
juvenile probation officers and
workers in the eight counties of
the Jackson Purchase will be
held at Murray State University
Aug. 12-15.
Supported by a Title I grant
from the U. S. Office of
Education to the Department of
Management at Murray State,
the workshop is being offered at





Dr._ Donald ELRye, associate
professor in the Division of
Guidance and Counseling of the
Department of Professional
Studies, will be the instructor. , •
r 
'39C 
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the best-selling coffee in America.





of the Education Building on the
Sessions will be held from 9,„_Re ax
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily in Room 555 '
campus.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway,
associate professor of
management and Title !project
coordinator, will be the
workshop coordinator. Dr. Roy
V. Kirk, chairman of the
Department of Management is
the Title I project director.
Galloway said the basic
purpose of the workshop is to
assist juvenile officials in im-
proving both administrative
and counseling skills. Specie
emphasis will be placed upon
familiarizing the participants
with group procedures which
may be applied in the







Howard D. Hughes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilson L. Hughes, 803
Story Ave., Murray, completed
a nine-week armament
maintenance and repair officer
course at the Army Ordnance
School here.
He received ,instruction in
armament maintenance and
learned to supervise personnel




A lesson in inflation was
provided dinerslit a West Af-
rican hotel recently,
dramatically illustrating how
the value of money is being
eaten away. '
Before they could finish
their meals, waiters circu-
lated among the tables,
changing the prices on the
menu.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deliye4,1
copy of The 'Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. m. sme urged
to calf 753-1916 between 5.30
p. p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspoper.




Through all FmHA housing
arograms, the agency provided
'.inancing for homes for ap-
proximately 11,875 rural
residents. More than 3,643 in-
dividual home loans were made
for 160,804,120 and 68 apartment
units were financed at $987,670.
Under the expanded com-
munity facilities program, a
wide range of municipal and
civic needs of communities are
being met—a 43 bed hospital at
a cost of $1,600,000 construction
of community buildings, fire
stations, utilities to industrial
sites and other needed facilities
at a cost of $419,400.
FmHA's $14,000,000 of loans
and $4,600,000 of grants for
construction of water and waste
disposal systems exceeded the
previous high under the
program, attained FY 1974.
About 22, 658 families will be
served by the new systems
approved the past year. The
agency also provided over




The high level of loan and
grant activity during FY 1975
brings to nearly $400 million the
total of loans outstanding with
Farmers Home Administration.
In its current programs, the
agency has now advanced some
$3,660,000,000 in loans, with less
than one percent or principal
advances written off.
FmHA conducts its lending
operations through 58 county
offices in Kentucky. Most loan
funds come from two sources:
Sale of certificates to the
Federal Financing Bank, or
from regular, private lenders
with FmHA guaranteeing a
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Don't miss a precious minute of your family's- siaturvii -
by spending it in the kitchen.
Complete family meals, with appetizers and vegetables,
are ready every evening at Jerry's Restaurant.
Where you can sit down together
as a family in a pleasant atmosphere and be
served by kfriendly waitress.




When it's summer and
you've got a family
dep_ending_pp











CUT & WRAPPED FREE!





WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY AUGUST S, 1975
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